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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Sem* folks have so much re
ligion they are miserable. Some
have so little they are miserable.
Daylight Saving Time begins
next Sunday. We think we need
DST more in the winter than
we do in the summer. We have
a lot of daylight in the summer
anyway.
Saw Bob Perry yesterday morn
ing when we were getting a
cup of coffee down at the Maple
Leaf and he says do I know any
good news.
Well that stumped us for a
while. We could think of a lot of
news about strikes, race riots,
wars, high taxes, accidents,
fires, folks in trouble, etc. but
it was hard to think of some
good news.
Then we thought, well, we aot
part of our yard mowed, whicti
was pretty good.
Then it came to mind that
Lucky the outside dog moved
her pups again from the carport to the east side of the
house where they could lie in
the sun.
MAIN STREET FACELIFTING — Murray City Street
Department
crews have been busy this week replacing broiren
curbs and gutters
on Main Street (left photo) and State
Highway Department crews have

Then too we reminded him that
our Dogwood tree was in bloom
and it was also a pretty day.
As we said, he stumped us for
a while, but finally we came ul
with some good news.

Five Local 4-H'ers
Ws get a nice letter from our Participate In Meat
newest daughter-in-law yester
day. She's a stewardess with
Judging Training
Delta Airlines. A smart lookingi
girl and intelligent too.

'Black Power'
Speakers Fail To
Show Tuesday

been repainting the lane markers and street crossing paths on Main
Street and Fourth Street (right photo). Jim 13111Ingtort Is the Street
Department superintendent and Roy Knight Is this assistant superin-

The Dwain Taylors Are
Winners Of Trip By
Chevrolet Company

tendent. Curbs on all sides of the square will be repaired before the
prefect Is completed.

Summer School
Program Set At
Utiiirersity High

(Staff Photos by Gene McCtrtcheon)

MS11 Regents Swear
In Two,'Authorize
10.8 Million Bonds

Mr. and Mrs Dwain Tayl
The foliowing 4-H Club memreeirress,-.NogE late Mo
mhers from Calloway County
"The summer school preen=
The
five-day
aeries
on
from
"Black
a nine Fay's trip to ton
participated in a meat animal
kindergarten and elemenfor
opened
Powerat
Murray
state
don,
England, and other points
judging training meeting held
tary students at the Murray
M the University of Kentucky University Last night with a sub- on the European continent.
State University School has
Taylor was one of thirteen
Agricultural Experiment Sub- stitute student-panel program.
been announcad by its director,
A predominaintd,y white audien- out of the 194 Chevrolet dealers
We se• plenty of Wasps and station, located at Princeton. ce of several hundred was on in the Memphis Zone that won
Vernon Shown.
They included Darrell Beane,
The elementary school, ac
David Beane, Tom Montgomery, hand to hear the two off-camp- the trip as a result of sales
cording to Shown, including
(Continued on Page Sixteen) Larry Lawrence, and Kevin'
(Continued on Page Sixteen) effort during January and FebMurray State
University's tenni financing for several progrades one through six, will
ruary.
Scruggs. All are from the Kirkconsist of seven weeks, beginn- board of regents Tuesday auth- jects, including the academicThis was an all expense paid
my CH Club.
ing June 15 and ending July orized the sale or 210.8 million athletic complex, the fine arts
trip by the Chevrolet Motor DivInstruction was given on the
31, with classes being held dai- In revenue bond anticipation addition, the general classroom
ision.
judging of beef, swine and
Judge Bob McCuiston
ly from 8:30 until 11:30 a.m. notes and $2 million In bonds building, and the general serMr. and Mrs. Taylor left Mursheep. David Beane made the
A swimming hour under the for campus construction pro- vices building.
ray
April
11
and
went
to
Lonhighest score Ear the group
supervision of qualified life jects.
don,
England,
their
headquartwhich was 717 points out of a
Sale of the notes to the Frankguards is yet to be announced.
To be sold to the U.S. HousCharles Rhodes of Murray ers. Side trips were taken to
possible 1000 points. Torn Montlin National Bank of New York ing and Urban Development
Classes
will
be
limited
to
30
Geneva,
Switzerland, Amstergomery made the second highest Route Four is listed in satisCity
at the bid interest rate of agency at an interest rate of
students per class, and stufactory condition this morning dam, Holland, and Paris, France
which was 669 points.
dents wishing to enroll should 4.99 per cent will provide in- three per cent, the $2 million
The Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
The. group was scomnPanied by the Marray-Callowey County
zontact the director's office in
in housing and dining revenue
by Mr. and Mrs.' Jim Ed Nor- Hospital where he has been a company celebrated itg first anadvance. Regular, full-time Unibonds will be used to pay for
niversary
in
in
injured
PADUCAH, Ky. (UPI) —U.&
business
Murray
in
beiriA
since
patient
Bob McCuiston, former judge
local leaders from Kirkconstruction and development
District Judge James F. Gordon sal and Glen Sims, County Ex- a motcarycle accident on Sat on April 15 of this year He is for the City of Murray, died (Continued on Page Sixteen)
Tuesday refused to issue a tem- tension Agent in 4-H club work. urday afternoon shout five the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. suddenly from a heart attack
t‘ontinuea on rage Sixteen,
Taylor of the Hazel Road.
o'clock.
porary injunction permitting a
this morning at 5:30 at his
two
car
oocurred
A
collision
Dwain
is
married 'to the for- home. He had served as city
Rhodes is reported to be sufpregnant unmarried student to
Tuesday on the J. & S. Service
fering from a skull fracture mer Mary Ruth Finch of South judge for eight years and had
be readmitted to Murray State
Station front, according to the
Fulton. Tenn., and they have been a radio operator
University.
and a broken shoulder.
at the
report filed by the investigatThe'man, /age 31, is reported two children, Dawn Renee, age city hall for many years.
But he promised a hearing
ing officerwot the Murray PoanclMalcen Finch, age 1', • He was a meMber of the
to have been riding a Honda
soon on possible violations of
First
lice Department. No injuries
near his home on Highway 188
her constitutional rights.
United Methodist Church. He
were reported.
Mrs. A. B. Crass, teacher at about seven-tenths of a-. mile,
The girl, 18, a Louisville
was born February 6, 1894, in
TWO CITED
A Percussion Day 'Clinic,. Cars involved were a 1965
freshman, contended her ex- Murray High School, will be west• of the Hazel Highway at
Daniel H. Carman, age eight
Calloway County and his parsponsored by the Murray State Comet two door haretop driven son of Mr. and Mrs. Millard F.
pulsion because of her condit- the speaker at the meeting of Midway. Evidently Rhodes
. most, Two persons were cited for ents were Charles Porter Mcby
Ira
Cecil
of
Kimbro
Murray
Department,
University
Music
‘the
Department
of
have hit a rock or something on ;public drunkenness.*
ion abridged her constitutional the Zeta
the Mur- Cuiston and T. Stubblefield Mc- was held Tuesday with Charles Route Four, and a 1967 11...0. Carman, Gleudale Road, was inMurray Woraan's Club to be tha road mid he was throws 'ray
rights.
jured in a car and bicycle acPolice Department on Tues Guiston.
convertible two door driven by
Gordon said the coed, a part- held Thursday, April 23, at 7:30 from the Honda. The motor- day.
cident Tuesday at 8:10 a.m.
Mr. McCuiston is 'survived by (Chuck) Simons as the conduct- Gary P. Guthrie
of
Route
One, South 16th Street.
cycle was reported not damagtime student, had failed to p.m. at the club house.
his wife, Mrs. Opal Pitman Mc- Or.
Sonora.
Drove that "irreparable harm" "Consumer Education" will e&
The young boy was treated at
Cuiston, 503 Olive Street, Mur- Guests for the program were
Kimbro pulled into the SerFREE PUPPIES
Rhodes was taken to the hosthe mergency room of the Murray; one son, Ralph McCuiston, the Murray State University
(Continued on Pave Sixteen) be the subject of her,,talk.
vice Station around in front of
pital by a Max Churchill amburay;Calloway County Hospital.
809 Olive Street, Murray;. one Percussion Ensemble under the
the Guthrie car which was PullHostesses will be Mesaames lance. He is married to the for. Two adorable puppies, -ix stepson, W. J. Pitman,
507 Ol- ditection of James Evans. Guest ing away from the pumps, ac- Be had abrasions to the right
iner N
mart=
an
they
weeks
old,
per".n.
are
free
to.
Outland,
Purdom
L D. Miller,
ive Street, Murray; one grand- soloists were Wayne Collins,
elbow and bruises to the back,
cording to the police report.
John Pasco, L. K. Pinkley, John have three children, Gregg, 12, f°r pets. For urther informa daughter, Mrs. Nancy Hutson,
according to family members
Bobby
Goodwin,
and
Dennis
Damage
to
the
Kimbro
car
lion
call
753-7189.
.
Quertermous, and J. J. Roach. Deiecia 9, and Roger &
and two great grandchildren, Palmer.
Daniel resumed his studies in
was on the right door mid quarChris and Eric Hutson of HuntsUnItod Prase late,rastional
Approximately 73 persons ter panel, and to the Guthrie' the second grade at Robertson
ville, Ala.; four step grandchil- from grade and junior high car a
broken light and pain Elementary School this morndren. Jay, Miehael, Martha Lyle, schools attended the clinic held knocked
ing.
off the fender.
Kentucky: Considerable clouand Suzanne Pitman, 507 Olive from one to four p.m. in the
William W. Furgerson, 706
diness through Thursday. WideStreet, Murray.
South 16th Street, Murray, drivMSU auditorium.
ly scattered showers north portFuneral services have been
ing a 1970 Skylark four door
ion this afternoon becoming
scheduled for Thursday at 2:30
owned by Laropkins Motor ComNine schools were representp. m. at the chapel of the Max
more numerous and mixed with
pany, Benton, told the Murray
ed including Murray University, Dear Editor:
H. Churchill Funeral Home. with Calloway County High, Murray
a few thundershowers tonight
Well it did not take Senator Police Department that he was
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., ofand Thursday. Warmer today
High, Lone Oak. Lewisburg, Marlow Cook very long to let traveling behind three young'
and tonight with little change
ficiating.
Fulton County, Christian Coun- the good people of Kentucky boys on bicycles and pulled over
Thursday. Highs today in the
Burial will be in the Murray ty, Todd County, and Marshall know that he was not working into the left lane to pass.
70s. Lows tonight 48 to 58.
Cemetery with the arrange- County.
Furgerson told police that
for their interest or the state
ments by the Max H. Churchill
when he voted against Judge suddenly one of the boys decidFuneral Home where friends
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Harold Carswell for the Su ed to cross the street in front
may call.
The extended outlook in Kenpreme Court bench. The South of him. Furgerson applied his
tucky shows generally fair and
never had a better oppprtunity brakes, but was too close to
cool, weather will prevail Frito be represented on the Su- completely stop before striking
day and Saturday. Mostly cloupreme Court as was afforded young Carman and his bicycle,
dy and mild with chance of
them
in the election of Judge according to the police report.
A Murray woman was involishowers Sunday.
Damage tp the car was a
Carswell.
I am sure if the peoed in a traffic collision in MayLowest temperatures will be
'small dent on the right hood,
been
ple
to
had
allowed
vote
field on Monday about 9:20
in the upper 30s and low 401
for Judge Carswell, he would and the bicycle was not damagThe Magazine Club will meet a.m., according to the following have
early Saturday. Highest in the
won without question, but ed much.
Thursday, April 23, at 2:30.p.m. report from the Mayfield Mess60s Sunday.
Senator Cook did not see fit to
enger:
at the home of Mrs. Jack KenVISITS HERE
"Vehicles 'driven by William represent his people in this
nedy, 102 North 6th Street;
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 358.6,
D. Hobbs, Fancy Farm, Route 2 matter.
Senator Henry Beach,
State
Murray.
up 0.4; below dam 308.6, down
and Peggy A. Hensley, Murray, Instead, he justified his own Jefferson County", was in Mur0.1. no gates open.
reasons.
personal
He
admitted
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Ky., collided here about 9:20
GIngles Willis, owner of Wallis Drugs, was presented with an Honorary Mayor, of
yesterday in behalf of his
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 358.3,
an TV that he was for Carswell ray
minister of the First United a.m. today.
candidacy for Lt. Governor in
up 02; below dam 316.4, down Murray certificate and • certificate designating him a Kentucky Colonel, Tuesday. Wallis
tigers
the
last
until
_when
.
tie
was honored for his service to Murray and Calloway
--nkienaley wee driving- north
Methodist ChW'elir
be--the
0.5.
the -vrrtIrti thirnarr-thr-Well-- County. Malang the presentations
were Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis and Charlie Lassiter.
guest speaker.
on 8th Street turned left into hangeii his mind.
Sunrise 5:14; sunset 8:37.
Also sints•nl foe the c•remonies
Now Senator Brooks, the Neg- accompanied by Senator Pat
the
path
were Mrs. Willis. Laverne W•ilis, Fred Srhuley
of the H bbs vehicle
McCiuston 'and visited iss-the
Moon ,rises 1120
m.
snd Witthnit Pie•nbuckhr;
-All-Members are 'urged to it. which was driving s th on 8th ro from MasSacht.fsetts sntilte
business area of Murray. meet(Staff Photo I,Gene au-cut/he
tend.
IContinued on Page Sixteen), ing a number of people here.
Street. the police report said.
.11•111•••.M11.

I

.i4ev1seg four soas, it is interest
1ng to sit beck and see what
kind of wives they have. Gives
us a new slant on life.

Charles Rhodes
Suffers Injuries

Judge._ Ilenies
Readmission To
Pregnant Coed

Bob McCuiston Is .
Claimed By Death
At His Home Today

Two Car Collision Is
Investigated Tuesday

Percussion Clinic
Held On Tuesday

Mrs. Crass Is Speaker
For Zeta Department

Young Boy Hit By
Car On Tuesday

WEATHER REPORT

Letter To Editor

Magazine Club Plans
Meeting On Thursday

at^.

Murrayan Is Involved
In Mayfield Accid,ent

PAGE TWO
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY - APRIL M. IVO
PAGE THREF.

and technology, says, "housing
Sibsidzed Research
today is burdened with the
most fragmented market in By United Press International
PUBLISH= by LIMO= fa TIMMS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc,, Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and
America.
This
keeps the
A
Revokdiovize
May
The Times-HerakL October 30, 1931, and the West Kentuckian
industry fragmented, localized
Today is Wednesday, April 22.
January 1, 1941.
and incapable of meeting the The 112th day of 1970 with 253
lei N. 4th Streak Komar, MeIamb Olen
total housing needs projected to follow.
Ronk Constnictiou
for the future. The largest
JAM1113 C. WTLLLIIRS, PUBLIBIIIR
The moon is between its full
builders in the country produce stage and last quarter.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-PeoWe reserve the right to reject any AdvertMing, Letters to the Miter,
only
one to two per cent of our
tagon-funded research and deThe evening stars are Mercuor Pura VOICe Items watch. in our osentoa. are not for the best
velopment
produced
nearly yearly total."
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Interest of our routers.
every major advance in the
On this day In history:
NATIONAL RKPREBENTATIVEB: WALLACZ WITILER 00., USW
aircraft industry since World
In 1889 some 20,000 homesMadison Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; Time at Las Bldg, New York. N.Y,
U. Now the federal
War
teaders gathered at the OklahoIstepuenson Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
government hopes subsidized
ma territory border waiting for
Entered Daily at the Post ()ince, Murray, Kentucky, for
research will revolutionize
the signal to start the Oklahoma
housing construction.
transmission as Second Cia.ss Matter
land rush.
The Department of Housing
In 1898 Theodore Roosevelt
BlailiciPT1ON RaTIM: By carrier in Murray, per wait 34. per
and Urban Development (HUr
resigned as secretary of war to
Monte ;Lea. In Cauoway and sdimmog counues, per year, $0-50.
announced late in February the
recruit for his "Rough Riders."
Lootsi as a, si.i.uu; Misewliare siessi. ALL service suoscripuons M-00
selection of 22 firms and
In 1944 allied forces invaded
-MN Umusserilsg FAH* /Mast et a Oemmeaity is the
consortiums to receive "OperaBy DANIEL C. RIKER
Dutch New Guinea,
lowigetsy et its Newagagee
tion Breakthrough" funds to
In 1964 President Lyndon
BALTIMORE(UPI)-Children
erect prototype industrialized suffering
WEDNESDAY
from chronic kidney Johnson opened the New York
APRIL 22, 1970
housing. HUD is providing 11 failure at
Johns Hopkins Hospi- Worlds Fair.
sites in 10 states where the tal here
--are enjoying real meals
firms will demonstrate their for the
A thought for the day:
first time due to the
new methods and materials.
work of an expert in children's AMEtriC,a11 writer William Dean
The "breakthrough" competi- diets
LiD01131 & TIMES FHA
and a retired naval Howell said, "He who sleeps in
tion attracted proposals from architect.
enntinnal noise is awakened by
more than 600 bidders -some
The sick children were "picky silence."
of them among the nation's eaters"
because they couldn t
biggest blue chip corporation have salt
Deaths repOrted are Ed F. Bilbrey, age 68, Edwin Waterfield,
FRIO PUPPY
or salt substitutes, and
and conglomerates. Their pro. only a
age 49, and Miss Judy Marie James, age 17, the latter killed in an
limited amount of
automobile accident.
posals involved a wide variety protein.
A puppy, :mostly German
Hugh McLean, attorney from Paris, Tenn.,speaking at the Murray
of techniques, principally wood. Consequently,
Shepherd, will be given away
• •ae°
the
children
Rotary club, discussed the trial of Jesus Christ from a lawyer's
or steel-framed modules or often
free. For information cell 436felt they weren't really
point of view and concluded that his conviction and execution were
building components made of getting
food, at all, because
illegal toder the prevailing Jewish and Roman laws.
precast concrete.
"r1
their meals consisted primarily
Mr. and Mrs. Brent McNutt, 107 South 9thStreet, are the parents
The advantages of industriali- of
a special liquid formula.
of a baby bay born at the Murray Hospital.
zation
are
many. Factory
However,
a retired naval
"The Glory of Easter" was the theme of the program presented
production makes possible architect,
Edward
L. Brewster,
Murray.Woman'
s
Department
the
Music
of
the
the
at
meeting of
speed, and cost and quality' who
was working as an unpaid
Club. Mrs. N. B. Ellis directed the program.
"DC
control that can rarely be volunteer
at Johns Hopkins and
chplicated by traditional on-site a hospital
children's diet expert,
building methods. Also, work on Eileen Trawinski,
began a search
proceed year-around without for new
ways of making normal
interruption by weather. Furth- foods, like
bread, without using
er, a production line tacnitatas ingredients
the children couldn't
TIMES PILE
organization of the work force have.
In a way not possible when a
Even though they quickly
contractor tries to coordinate found a
special flour with a low
the efforts of numerous inde. protein
Ralph Beckett Of Leuisvflle died yesterday.
content, the early bread
GIG YOUNG
pendent
subcontractors.
Murray Postmaster Harry I. Sledd announced changes in postal
experiments were not too
Another
significant
aspect
of successful.
service in keeping Witt the cutback inpostal service. These include
'fe • •
• .1114,
"Operation Breakthrough" is
Sem*
Mae Kealusirg Pate
only ooe delivery per day by the city carriers.
"The leek of gluten, also
pooling the market. Of this, on
New officers of the Murray Training SCI1001 PTA are Mrs. Vernon
the list of forbiddens, made
Harold B. Finger, HUD assto
Anderson, Miss LOttye Sutter, Mrs. W. H. Brooks, Mrs. Ralph
the bread crumbly and dry,"
eels flin cmjcs
stant
secretary
for
research
Ray, and Mrs. Yandel Wrather.
Brewster said. In normal bread
"Mrs, B. I. Hoffman on Miller Avenue has a very beautiful
gluten acts like a glue to hold the
shrub in her front yard", from the column, "Seen al Heard Around
bread together.
Murray".
But Brewster and Mrs. Irawinski discovered a starch and
a protein-free
whip topping,
which can be purchased in any
supermarket.
The topping
COLON • Prentilir
seemed to do the job almost as
5:50 7:110 Os
well as gluten:
After developing a good bread B•••r•ibil Perfoirmasee TS
AVaOsIds,ter 7 Se Skim
substitute, the two turned to the
0 God thou art my God; early will I seek thee.- Psalm 63:1,
urban areas where, if hoped-for fundamental overhaul of the undergo training, proved to development
of
other
Seek God in the spring of your life and the winter years will be By FREDERICK H. TREESH
foods
opportunity
was lacking, at nation's welfare system in its have "cool the cities" value but Several kinds of cookies
truiffel.
and
UPI Senior Editor
ears of existence. Nina did not lead to jobs for many of even
least welfare benefits were
reipisza, based on the original
his reform a "family the participants,
higher. Five urban states- New
recipe have found their
Twenty-seven million Ameri- York, California, Illinois, Penn- Assistance Plan"(FAP).
Malcolm
R. Lovell Jr., way to the children's food trays.
cans are in poverty-almost sylvania and Ohio-have asIt aims to replace AFDC, manpower
administrator in the
Because they are permitted
two-thirds of them concentrated sumed 60 per cent of the with its wide variations of state
U.S. Labor Department, con- sugar, the children often get OOOOOto
In the nation's 100 largest national increase since 1960 in standards and payments, with a
cedes that some of these together to decorate the cookies )* ENDS
)o
..1„
4
...z.„,
TONIGHT
metropolitan areas.
* )c)
national
minimum income. The training efforts were intended and have even developed
the Aid to Families with
)
a
few
'
Millions
more
are
near
poor- Dependent Children (AFDC) administration bill provides for partly to put
..
"WEST SIDE STORY"
money into the recipes of their own.
that is, barely above the caseload. That is the category a $1,600-a-year payment for
hands of the people who were
MIMIRmlawswow
"Our twit recipe problem was :WIPIIWWWwWWI
government's
definition
)o f of public assistance that has families of four with no income, dissatisfied- the
angry young desserts," Brewster continued.
poverty*, an income of less
1
skyrocketed in numbers and They also would receive $800 in people of the ghettos.
"And our next find was a special
than $3,500 a year for a family cost.
federal food stamps.
"Also, as a society we hadn't tapioca pudding, with Kool Aid
Il
Mio
of four.
FAP would include 10 million become
4
expert enough in acting as the perfect flavoring."
The dilemma arising from so
Doing something about the "working poor"- persons whose running manpower programs
to
much urban poverty is two. physical and social decline of incomes are so low they remain
know bow to do it. A lot of
Al ef' I
edged: the poor themselves the cities means in large In or near poverty. Recipients
NIIMIri
things that were done were not Fonuer Piffsiorti
are trying to make it where it measure raising the income would be able to retain the first
as effective as their liesigneirs
costs the most to live, and the level of their citizens.
TRE GREAT ESCAPE
$60 of their monthly income- had hoped." Lovell said` in an
........
4
1cities are gaining an increasingOffical Believes
Thomas Carmichael, a black $720 a year- without any loss of interview.
PPR BM AM ME ROUX MIMI
ly dependent population -the man who moved to Newark, FAP benefits. For income
0111:-Puralis One lesson that emerged was
•
'Ns.—
very young, the aged, women N.J., from South Carolina with above $60 a month, they would
that on-the-job training (OJT) Legislation Needed
— — P-L- U
g
with children, the unskilled, a pregnant wife and $14 in his give up benefits on a gradually
)•-, 20"L.**,f•imp*.DC
produced more real employHowe is Auyg- A happy Mrs. James Sehorn, in Forest
These are people who need pocket, has had an intense view increasing percentage until, at
DC
°101111,
)
ment than did "institutional" or
)0
DC
Grove, Ore., holds photo of her husband, Capt. James Semore services and pay less of
ghetto
life
DC
that few $3,920- slightly above the pover- classroom-type
training. In PITTSBURGH (UPI)- John
horn, after learning he is alive and a prisoner of war in
C
taxes than the affluent who get Americans share. After the 1967 ty line- they would receive no
1963, only 2,000 of 59,000 Mauro, former director Of the DO
0C
. Hanoi. Sehorn, an Air Force pilot, was shot down over
out of the cities to the suburbs, riots, he gave 14) his job as a benefits and
begin
paying training programs were of this Pittsburgh City Planning ComNorth Vietnam more than two years ago and hadn't been
Most Americans have enjoyed teacher to operate a community regular income tales.
The type.
mission, believes the urban
heard from until now. The Sehorn, have two daughters.
a rising level of affluence since referral agency directing system, described as a "nega'housing crisis can be solved
Emphasis Near Equal
World War II. But the poor people to social services that tive income tax", would be
)o nit
0c
Now, the distribution is only by federal legislation
migrating to the cities were by- can help them,
administered by the Internal almost 50-50 and the emphasis enabling cities to buy land and
passed, many of them kept
Into his secbud floor walkup Revenue Service.
and budget priorities are build houses beyond their
Cc
from the economic mainstream office in Newark's Central
oc
Present Setup
borders. '
oc
by
poor education, ill health, Ward come hundreds of persons Under the present welfare
IFEE--TV
-EVLAC—TV
"This would force outside
iv Si1—TV
"Ang
Anoth
ingerWpwrom
ar
d
is
W
ing
T
,
new
coofamily circumstances or racial troubled by poor housing, ill system, a recipient gives up $1
ooccc
amend 6
Masse: S
CD86061 I
cept was developed late in the municipalities (suburbs) to
discrimination,
health,
WIDPIESAAT EVENING PROGRARE6
inadequate schooling, of welfare for every $1 h 1960s: government-business
accept a mixture of housing
•
Still Has Problems .
narcotics addiction and crime. earns, which, critics say, is cooperation in training. This the serving a' diverse economic
6 3% v=ieffs.e4fr
i krwiNleer.J Sporn Pam
grfillFaldEARE
NanoWily;
Despite a high level of
and les.
Professor
Knows The Reason
hardly an inducement to work focus of the JOBS (Job background," Mauro said in an r
7 2
$1 4
. 0., Humus Wahlrn Eeldirs Father
employment during the last
If there is a road out for the
All eligible family members
interview.
three decades, the United people of Newark and all the receiving payments under FAP Opportunities in the Business Mauro
a A it=IIS .......
Madical C.....,ellfIK
and other housing
Sector)
program
the
Natiooof
States still has:
other Central Wards of Ameri- are required to register for al Association of Businessmen, experts agree that zoning
9
- More than 6.8 million families ca, Carmichael
thinks he knows "suitable" work or training. Under it, employers provide restrictions that mandate relaon welfare (mostly hi cities) at the war
1"nrii.,41:1.ihrTrilary*Z4,..sTatarr errier,11.,
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a cost to local, state and
"Without question," he says, mount the training programs and the government under- townhouses and garden apartThe Tonlibf Ma lb. Mery Griffin Maw 'Mad So Riofederal governments expected "It all hinges on the economic and. establish the day care
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writes the cost of their training ments put suburban housing out
12 114t tr=r:
Mrs*
to exceed $7 billion in 1970. situation of the family."
centers so mothers are tree to and supportive services.
of the financial reach of large
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More than 3 million persons
The simplistic view is that work.
The real value for the segments of the population.
were
added
to
welfare
rolls the obvious antidote to poverty
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individual is that he has a He believes that cities, which
during the 1960s while the is work. But that view fails to
Washington now is refining job
-a regular salary and have relatively little vacant
Country James
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economy was prospering,
take into account the children and redirecting federal man- benefits-from the first day he land, should be empowered
to
- Substantial underemploy- and those adults who
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underemployed are those who working at low wages who sight- taking advantage of the committing $154 million to the
NAB program for fiscal 1971. "Unfortunately all the new
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dr. 00 il
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work
but
do
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not earn enough to remain in poverty nor does It lessons learned from
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program towns that have been produced
rise from poverty. And among deal with the problem
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of "hard successes and mistakes of the from 50 cities to a 131-city are swankier suburbs that do
Tat G WI
' "witched
the unemployed a disproportion- core" or chronically
unem- two previous administrations.
nationwide effort and hopes to not relieve the social pressure
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ate number live in urban ployed- those with
The government first moved provide 614,000 jobs by
limited
skills
mid- in the central cities," said
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poverty areas where the jobless or education for
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in the early
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LONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON
FRANKFURT, Ky.-This week lottery will be held sometime
our mail included a letter from In July. We assume after this
a young Meade County man. His drawing, instructions will be
letter regarding physical exami- Issued
by the Director of Selecnation, completion of the Selec- tive
Service as to when young
tive Service questionnaire, and
men born in 1951 may be involassignment of random sequence untarily ordered
fur physical exnumber, is dealt with fully here. amination.
Finally, we would like
Because the writer signed the to suggest that all Selective Sercommunication, we are able to vice registrants keep
their local
answer his question so fully - board informed
as to any change
we verified his Selective Service In
mailing address or change
registration and date of birth. in physical or marital status
We would like to suggest that
that might affect their vulnera.
any Selective Service registrant bility for military
service.
with a question include his full
name so we can know what local
board he is registered with. The
name will not be disclosedin this
column.
ADULTS 94
Q. Some boys received orders
NURSERY 8
the first of March from elective
APRIL 17, 1970
Service to report for physical
examination. Also a questionADMISSIONS NEWBORN
naire to be filled out and returned immediately. I understand the
Mrs. Carolyn Bland and Baby
lottery wouldn't have random segirl, Rte. 5, Cadiz; Mrs. Diane
quence numbers for the ones Zier
and Baby Boy, 726 Nash
nineteen years old in 1970 until
Dr., Murray; Baby Boy Reznich
1971.
A. At the present time no Sel- (Mrs. Fran Reinich, Mother),
409 So. 5th St., Murray.
ective Service registrant without a random selection sequence
DISMISSALS
number is being ordered involuntarily for physical examina.
Robert Young, 412 So. 16th
tical. Any young man who does St,
Murray; Mrs. JerrieParldn,
not have a random sequence seland Baby Boy, Rte. 5, Murray;
ection number may voluntarily
Mrs. Carolyn Paschall and Baby
request a physical examination
Boy, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Lou
through his local board. AdditioLitchfield, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
nally, he may volunteer for inSandra Worker and Baby Girl,
duction in the Armed Forces.
Univ. Stat., Murray; Miss MarThere are three Selective Sertha Goatley, Rte. 2, Mayfield;
vice forms that include the word Mrs.
Lucille Jones, 1654 Calla
"questionnaire" in the title. The
'way, Murray; Wayne Cook, 906
Selective Service Classification
Pogue St., Murray; Virgil SteQuestionnaire(SSS Form 100)nowart, 300 So. 12th St., Murray;
rmally is mailed shortly after
Master Dwaine Caldwell, Rte.
the young man becomes a Sel7, Mayfield; Mrs. Agnes Fair,
ective Service registrant. Based
1108 Elm, Murray; Mrs. Myrna
on the infermation contained in
Odom and Baby Girl, Rte. 4,
the completed questionnaire, the
Benton; Henry Farris, Rte. 6,
local board thee makes the initial
Murray; Otho White, Rte. 2,
classification. From time to tiHazel; Mrs. Ora Mason, 321
me, the local board may mail to
So. 9th St., Murray; lik.rviri Milthe registrant a Current Informaes, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Grace
tion Questionnaire (SSS Form
Ahart,(Expired), Rte. 1, Dexter.
127) for the purpose of updating
the young man's file.
This new tInformation is essential to the local board in determining whenier the registrant XDULTS 93
NURSERY 5
should be retained in his present APRIL
18, 1970
classification or be reclassified.
Some young men seek to be deDISMISSALS
ferred on the basis of dependency. The local board may request
Mrs. Judith Craven and Baby
a registrant desiring a depen- Sir', 211 College Cris., Murray;
dency deferment to complete De. Mrs. Shirley Thompson and Baby
pendence Questionnaire (SSS
Boy, 605 Vine St., Murray; Mrs,
Form 118). The lottery of Dec- Faye Billihgton, Rte. 2, Murray;
ember 1, 1969, provided random Miss Nora Martin, Box 91,Woods
sequence numbers for those re- Hall MSU Murray; Sam K. Fargistrants who were torn on Jan- ley, Rte. 6, Cardinal Ridge Trl.
uary 1, 1944, through December Crts„ Murray; Mrs. Owen Farr31, 1950. Young men born in the is, 106 No. 10th St„ Murray;
year 1951 will receive their ran- Mrs. Norma Matthews, 1201 W.
dom sequence number through Main St„ Murray; Mrs. Geneva
the lottery to be held in 1970. Warren and Baby Boy, Rte. 1,
As of now we understand this Hazel; Mrs. Robin Walston, Rte.
7, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn Jones,
203 No. 13th St., Murray; Mrs.
Carolyn Terrell, 107 No. 4th St„
Murray; Mrs. Martha Griffin
(From Cony. Div.), Model, Tenn.

Hospital Report

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

RIB ROAST

ADULTS 89
NURSERY 5
APRIL 19, 1970
•
DISMISSALS
Pat Watkins, 213 So, 13th St.,
Murray; Ernest Hopper, Rte. 4,
Murray; Mrs. Lorene Webb,
Rte. 2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Martha Nance, Rte. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Hobart James Miller,Rte.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Grace Watson,
Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Kate Peery,
New Concord; Mrs. Carmen Shelton, Rte. 5, Box 2252, Murray;
Lee Mitchum, Box 104, Hazel;
Mrs. Calie Cooper, Box 23, Hazel; Howard Rogers (Expired),
Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Bobbie
Wood (Expired), 617 Broad, Mur• kav

The wisest course for investors in "the 'present viciously
selective market atmosphere"
Is to concentrate on favored
groups and 'specific issues
within them which point indeI
pendently towards higher leACT Mrs. John-NT
TA1
IN
vels, Hayden, Stone Inc. says.
Mitchell, wife of the U.S. At- It is not easy for the market to
torney General. urged the.
shift from a completely poutArkansas Ga,zette to "ct-oriatmosphere
to an
miatic
A-t
,,Trtirir,-.-ti. .wohitre
-•
thilHOte
a
eptigiistIc one
1)-Ark ?cry' lisis vote
painful process • - and- the
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.vith unfavorable earnings and
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Conte
business news, It acids.
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STORE HOURS
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CHUCK
1c -

PURE

FRANKS

SMOKED

FIELDS

PORK CHOPS

49
8
WHOLE HAMS SHANK HALF
59C
5
LB.

c

LB.

SAUSAGE

69
BUTT HALF

c

LB.

FIELDS

,

FULLY COOKED

LB.

No. 1 ---

Seal

Frosty Acres

SUNSHINE KRISPY

FP

Fresh

FLAVOR KIST

CRACKERS
1 LB.33

. APPLESAUCE

Oatmeal Raisin, Iced Lemon
Lemon Custard Sandwich

MUSSELMANS

MEXICO BUTTERMILK

2/23

9.5 OZ.

NIBLET WHOLE KERNEL

CORN
12 OZ.

2/490

DEL MONTE

PINEAPPLE JUICE
46 OZ.

•

39C

KRAFT

JOY

APPLE-PLUM

JELLY
c
18 IZA5

SIMILAC

DISHWASHING
DETERGENT

. 4

QT 59
C -..-...
- ----

4
*

59°
_ ____
29°
EARS 33°
_ 100
25r
31101. $1.00
10 lbs.

3-lb. cello bag

ia

Fresh Sweet - - - - -3

,

lb.

lb.

SHORTENING _.
3 L..650
TOMA
TOES
_

13 OZ.

C

Z/2 CAN

MARTHA WHITE

BISCUITS

6

C

HUNTS

2/390

303 CAN

Is
:3

RICHTEX

COOKIES 3/$1

MEAL
Self-Rising

VAN CAMPS

39c CHILI
5 LB.

PURPLE HULL

*MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT

COFFEE
,0 oz.
$139

ROSE

DOG MEAL
S.199
25,LB

300 CA19

With Beans

SALAD BOWL

KITCH-N-KRAFT

PEAS

SALA
D
DRESS
ING
2/250
39c
300 CAN

EASY-ON SPRAY

STARCH
45c

15 OZ.

TISSUE

OT.

COCA COLA
COLA, TAB
FRESCA, SPRITE
2/49c
280Z.

PARKAY

CHARKIN
OLEO
43c. . ,L..29C
4 ROLL

10

PRODUCE

RED POTATOES
ONIONS
CORN-ON-THE-COB
SWEET POTATOES
POLE BEANS
COUNTRY EGGS

LEMONADE
4 Fo. $1.00
Frosty
FISH STICKS
_ _ _ iooz 3 Fo. $1.00
FRUIT PIES
3 $1.00
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES _ _ i Lb. 3 Fo. 89°
Apple, Peach, Cherry - - -- 20 or.
Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut

LB.

*

*

Frosty Acres

.

C

LB.

FROZEN FOODS

is

L8.4

BM

*

Y p.m.

Mon.-Sat.

C

LB.

c

4L

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

BEEF

GROUND BEEF

.4

PRICES GOOD THRU
APRIL 28. 1970

FIRST CUT

Wall Street
Chatter

NEW YORK (UPI)- The Dow
Jones Industrial average has
below the narrow
broken
trading range in which it has
hovered since -the beginning of
the month and must now seek a
new area of support, E. F.
, Hutton says. This area could be
the 782-783 zone, but the firms
says a still lower level also is
possible, perhaps a retreat to
the 760-765 zone. Ironically, the
firm says, though the market
currently looks weak, it is
actually gaining technical
strength. The next rally could
be an explosive one, led by the
recently hard.hit glamor issues.
--A quick rebound in the
economy would be bearish
rather than bullish for the
market, says Argus Research
Corp., since if business activity
picked up sharply at this point,
the Federal Reserve would
have little choice but to return
to a tight mJnetary policy. An
immediate resurgence of the
economy is unlikely, however.
feels that the
The firm
economy will hit bottom in the
current quarter and will have
begun a mild recovery by the
summer.

FINE FOOD FOR FINE FOLKS

HUNTS TOMATO

CATSUP
vsi .
.oz.
_ .,
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Mrs. Delia Graham
Hostess For Meet
Of The Penny Club

'Max

Wants both his
h him
wit
wives
By Abigail Van Buren

Phone 753-1917 or 753-494'1

Mrs. Delia Graham opened
her home for the meeting af
the Penny Homemakers Club
held on Monday, April 20, at
ten o'clock in the morning.
"Family Communications" was
the theme of the major project
lesson presented by Mrs. Brooks
Moody.

Episcopal Women
Meet At Home Of
Mrs. Charlie Moore

Five Persons Are
Honored At Dinner
president, For Their Birthday

Mrs. Carl Harrell,
presided and Mrs. Graham Felt
A dinner in celebration of
ner called the roll and read the
minutes. Mrs. Delia Graham five family birthdays was held
read the scripture from Pro- at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
verbs 31:30 and led in prayer. Barnes Burkeen on Sunday.
The event was in honor of
A potluck luncheon was serv- the birthdays of Roy Burkeen,
ed at the noon hour.
Barnes Burkeen, Jackie Bur.
Members present were Mae keen, Tina Thompson, and Ladomes Graham, Moody, Harrell, tta James.
Feltner, Richard Armstrong,
Those present were Mr. and
Perry Hendon, Grace Covey, Al- Mrs. Roy Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs.
ton Cole, J. C. Kemp, Paul But- Cleve Parish, Mr. and Mrs. 0111.
terworth, Clifton Harrell, and Jones, Larry Jones, Steve MilThomas James, the latter two ler, Mr. end Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
being new members of the club. Mrs. C. W. Outland, Mrs. Phillip
Two visitors were Mrs. Calista Bogard, Mrs. Euple Thompson
Clanton and Mrs. Christine Sher- and daughters, Tina and Renee,
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen
and children, Mitchell and J111.
The next meeting will be Mr. and Mrs. Richard James
held at the Holiday Inn with and daughters, Lesia and Lori,
Mrs. Carl Han-ell as hostess. and Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen.

Mrs. Charlie Moore was hosWednesday, April 22
meeting of the woThe mothers of St. Leo's tess for the
of St. John's Episcopal
men
will
Cooperative
Preschool
on Monday, April
meet at Gleason Hall, North Church held
-thirty o'clock in
seven
at
20,
Now officers of the Theta Department of the Murray
12th Street, at 7.30 p.m.
• ••
the evening at her home on Woman's Club are loft to right, Dr. Evelyn Bradley, chairmen; Mrs. C. W. Jones. vice-chairman; Mrs. Lloyd Jacks.
The Welcome Wagon New. Ryan Avenue.
meeting was opened with secretary; Mrs. Doris Nance. treasurer. They will be installed
corners Bridge Club will meet at The
Harcourt.
Jules
Mrs.
by
at the May meeting.
the Student Union Building at prayer
Gardone, presiDEAR ABBY: Both my wives read your column.
For reservations call Mrs. Michael
7:30
p.m.
minutes
our
in
job
dent, presided. The
I have just been offered a promotion to a top
Mrs. Gayle Espaor 753-6020.
were read by Mrs. Phil Weyden•• •
Honolulu office. Policy dictates that either I take the job or
of Mrs. Robresign.
The executive board of the er in the absence
Mrs. Norman Klapp
Koksey School PTA will most ert Mabry.
For 25 years I have been in charge of our two offices, one
report.
at the berm of Mrs. Charles gave the treasurer's
Dr. Evelyn Bradley was elect- "Love"; Carol Lynch, prose
in Fort Worth and the other in Houston, alternating weekly.
Gardone announced that ed chairman of the Theta De
Mrs.
put
and
families
at
1:30
Coleman
two
p.m.
reading from "The Grapes of
I have a wife in each town, support
be
will
day
May Fellowship
•••
the Murray Wo- Wrath" by John Steinbeck; and
of
partment
two sets of children thrn school.
First Christiar
The lathes day luncheon will held at the
man's Club at the meeting held Bill Kraus, prose reading from
If I were to resign, it would hurt everybody. I cannot,
Church on Friday, May 1, at Monday evening, April 20, at "Buckle berry Finn" by Mark
at
at
noon
served
the
Calla
be
to
want
I
wives.
my
of
potluck lunch
and will not, decide between either
a
with
a.m.
ten
way County aluntry Club. Has
the club house.
Twain.
noon.
take both of them. What should I do? Please hurry, Abby. I
teases will be Mesdames Har. :o be served at
The other new officers for During the social hour reTEXAS
IN
cake,
D
TROUBLE
lemon
of
ts
time.
Refreshmen
haven't much
on West, Louis Slusluneyer, W
year are Mrs C. W freshments were served by the
were served by the 1970-71
Mrs hostesses, Mrs. Castle Parker,
C. Elkins, John Gregory, Pens coffee, and tea
vice-chairman;
Jones,
DEAR TROUBLED: Keep me family la Hilo and the
the hostess.
Mrs. Do Mrs. Irby Hendon, Mrs. Nat
Ed
L
West,
D.
Miller,
.secretary;
Kelly,
lacks,
Lloyd
can
you
insurance
the
volcano
all
bey
ether In Oahu. And
Members present were Mes- ris Nance, treaserer.
J R. Amami's, Glenn Doran.
Beale. and Mrs. Hassel KuykendGardone, WeygetRaymond Hewitt, Laverne Orr, dames Harcourt,
The nominating committee re- all.
Louis ZimMoore,
Klapp,
dener,
Fred Wells, Max Whitford, and
given by Mrs. Lee
Hendricks, and port was
DEAR ABBY: Will you help us get the message across to
Hampton Erwin. Bridge will be merman, Bailey
Tinsley during the business
Lillian
Mrs.
stronger with each step."
at 9:30 cm. with ?dirs. Matt Bennie George.
By CAROLYN A, BOWERS
our IS-year-old daughter that it looks bad for young people to
sessioe conducted,by Mrs. Cliff 7 Lane Super Stores
Weteell was a visitor.
To begin, forget abOut
Soarkman as hostess.
Campbell, chairman.
put on a show of affection in public? I want to crawl in a hole
held
Supermarkets in the U.S. "
The next meeting will be
that promise '
Reports were given by Mrs. average seven check-out
NEW YORK (UPI).- To shed the "weird" diets
when I see my daughter walking down the street with her
May 18 at 7:30
Monday,
losses
on
weight
us
"tremendo
chairman
finence
around
Parker,
are
Castle
arms
their
anxieties.
or
your
him,
shed
on
pounds,
banging
is
boyfriend. She
p.m. at the home of Mrs Zim- concerning the Charity Ball counters, each check-out han- " Proper nutrition is
A brunch for the ladies of the
The advice comes from Jack overnight.
each other's waists, and they even stop to kiss right on the
an average of 1,043
dieting.
merman.
while
essential
held
June 8 at nine p.m. at the Cal- tiling
will
be
figure
LaLanne, the health and
(Mks Country Club
street!
transactions per
customer
LaLanne offered these tips in
by
Club;
Country
County
loway
at the club at 8:45 am. This is
eulterist.
When they are in the car together, she is practically
new supertypical
A
week.
high
a
with
foods
selecting
the
on
Mrs. Harold Beaman
a "Come Al You Are" brunch.
LaLanne says that anxiety is
sitting on his lap. And when they are indoors, it's the same
value: "Eat natural All ladies of the club are inbirthday parties for children in market employs 23 full-time
cause of obesity 90 per cent nutritional
the
picture.
in as close to their vited. Officers will be hostesses
the special education class; and and 20 part-time workers---a
of the time. Anxiety stimulates foods
Norman Klapp by Mrs. R. K. Carpenter on the far cry from the corner
state as possible; try to
Abby, I know young people are attracted to each other,
Mrs.
natural
and
Mr.
the
making
tensions,
body
grocery where the owner
stay away from overly
attended the funeral of Mrs. hearing program.
and I am not saying there is anything wrong with honest
Thursday, April 23
system demand more food than
at Clinfoods; eat a lot of
emotions, but please tell young people to keep their hands off
Announcement was made ol manned his own shop, someThe Wranglers Riding Clubi Virginia Whayne held
It needs— storing excess calo- processed
fish, chicken, fruits and vegeta- will hold its monthly meeting ton on Sunday. Also attending the next general meeting of the times helped by his wife
OLD FASHIONED
such other in public!
ries in the form of fat.
Jewel Mc- Woman's Club to be held on during busy hours.
bles, and drink skim milk.
at the Court House at seveni were Mr. and Mrs.
expert
known
nationally
The
interested p.m.
DEAR OLD FASHIONED: Hello, yang lovers [weerand children of Kirksey. Monday, May 4, at six p.m. Re.
Callon
became
LaLanne
other
has
on physical fitness
• ••
Mrs. Whayne was the mother servations should be made by
fitness and health
ever you are] and Ms gees fur the elder levers, tee.
Ideas on why fatties get that in physical
of
Dr. Harry U. Whayne of May 1.
as
when,
teens
early
Republic
his
during
AB the world may love a lever, but it's peer taste to act
Women's
The
way— "too many people wake
he said, "I was the sickest, Club will meet at the Commun- Vienna, Va., and Washington, Mrs. Ken Adams, vice-chairout Me rule to public. A bey who respects a girl will keep bb
up with negative thoughts."
most unattractive ity Center at 7:30 p.m. Mem- D. C., formerly of Murray.
man, introduced students from
heeds elf her la public. and a girl who respects herself, win
How to think down? Start the weakest and
•• •
of northern Califor- bers please note change La
all
Kiss
Ruby Crider's speech inter.
in
kid
make sure he does.
ical
"psycholog
a
with
day
Bill Geurin of Murray Ms pretaHre class at Murray State
He opened his first health meeting date.
nia,"
high."
•••
been dismissed from the West- University who presented the
studio and gym in Oakland,
Think Slim
DEAR ABBY: I am ea years of age, a Buddhist
t of the ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah program as follows:
has
Departmen
he
today
and
in
1936,
Zeta
Calif.,
The
has to be
•••
"Metabolism
Inissimary and a private teacher of English, German and the
Ken Thomas, a cutting from
spas across the country. Murray Woman's Club will meet
stepped up," LaLanne said in health
violin here in Bangkok. I came here from Germany 38 years
a day at the club house at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Marvin Sims of Murray the play, "Inherit the Wind";
looking
At
not
55,
but
person
"The
interview.
an
ago, and during that time I have had no chance to satisfy my
LaLanne says: "I feel Hostesses will be Mesdames L. has been a patient at the West- Marcia Hays, two poems about
who's about to begin dieting over 30,
Paducah.
refined and spiritual love hunger — the reason being that I
D. Miller, Pnrdom Outland, ern Baptist Hospital,
on
himself
pat
should we up,
Pasco, I-... PiskleY, John
am twathirds bald.
goat
his
of
think
and
the back
rtermous, and J. J. Roach.
The Thai women do not like bald-headed lovers, and the
points. lie should think about Farmer Feeds 43
•••
Rattlesnakes have been
never
women
German
excuse's.
other
find
women
tot*
a
westernhow lucky he is to have
known to kill themselves by
is
April 24
there
Friday,
while
the
me
War,
help
you
Can
Civil
Before the
demanded hair on their men.
and say, 'Thank God, I'm barn
,accidentally striking their own
The Junior Class of Callon)
BALD-HEADED IN BANGKOK
still time!
again to start a new day.'" American farmer produced
"psychologi- food and fiber to feed and County High School will pre- bodies with venomous fangs.
the
is
attitude
This
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Reznich
DEAR BALD-HEADED: Either get yourself a hair piece,
clothe himself and three other sent the play, "Rest- Assured"
cal high."
of 409 North 5th Street are the
p.m.
7:30
at
the
auditorium
at
of
beginning
or head fee Germany and find a woman there who will
motivation,
is
the
by
step
persons;
The next
•••
parents of a baby boy, Jeffrey
satisfy year refined amid spiritual hanger — while there is
he said. The dieter must decide World War II that figure had
big at ten am., sponsored by Alexander, weighing seven
will
Show
Music
Country
A
8UB time.
why he wants to lose weight jumped to the farmer and 11
pounds fifteen ounees, born on
Hazel Elementary the PTA. •••
and the reasons should be the persons; today it's the farmer be held at
Friday, April 17, at 10:23 a.m.
p.m.,
sponsored
seven
at
motivation.
April 26
and 42 other persons. This School
Sunday,
at the Murray-Calloway County
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ARIES AND CAPRICORN":
"Then he should pray and ask substantial decrease in rural 1* the schooL
The Wranglers Riding Club Hospital.
•••
Thank year lucky stars! It's better to have loved and lost
will
his
keep
God to help him
labor releases the majority of
will have its first horse show of The father is a senior at MurUwe to have hated mid erea.
Saturday, April 25
power," LaLanne said. "He has our population to work in
the year for club members only ray State University.
Robertson,
Rosetta
Miss
to have faith and believe in other jobs in this country's
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
at two p.m.
What's year problem? You'll feel better if you get it eff
Grand Worthy Advisor in Ken•••
something or he's lost."
Mrs. Dan Reznich of Hamtracurrent urban-centered tech- tucky of the International Oryear chest. Write Is ABBY, Box IRMO, Les Angeles, Cal.
Diet Healthfully
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Peal of mck, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
nological economy.
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
der of the Rainbow for Girls, Lynnville will have an open
He acklect "Dieting is like
Alex P. Gruda, Sr. of Deareeveleme.
will be honored at a reception house at their home from two
climbing a „AUL You may slip
Heights, Mich.
born
the Masonic
Shooting stars Jr.' tneteors at eight p.m. at
and lose a step, but with faith
to five p.m. in honor of their Great grandparents are Mrs.
Lou
Murray
WM,
the
Ilex
by
Abby.
sponsored
Hall,
to
IR
Bead
letters?
write
pebble
Is
Hate
sell-deterinitiation, you tisualk no bigger than a
golden wedding anniversary. Frances Kawa and Mr. and Mrs.
and
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Amides. Cal. MM. ler Abby's Imelda. "Mew to Write Letkeep on going—getting a little or grain of saint.
AP. friends and relatives are in- Bronco Resnick, all of HamtraGirls.
for
Rainbow
tere ler AM Oeciasiens.mck, Mich.
vited.
•• •
•••
•••
will
The Waiting Wives Club
the second Sunday In the month
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Outand Mrs. Joseph W. Zier,
Mr.
meet at Felton. Make reserva- land of Paducah will observe 728 Nash Drive, Murray, an
has been cancelled for May 10
tions by April 22 by calling their goldeir wedding anniver- npunce the birth of a baby boy.
due to Mother's Day.
Mrs. Ann Kelly Dodson.
Following the supper and
sary with a reception at tlis David 'Leonard, weighing eight
•••
meeting daqcing WEI enjoyed
Lone Oak Baptist Church from pounds, horn on Friday, Afire
the
of
and
Alpha
Department
Kirk
The
two to four p.m. They are form- 17, at 7:50 p.m. at the Murray.
The Murray-Callowsy Count, with music by Eugene
will
have
Murray Woman's Club
Calloway County Hospital.
erly from Murray.
Shrine Club held its regular the Country bGentlemen.
attending
Os.
Its luncheon meeting at the
meeting at the home of Mr. and • Members and wives
The new father is a student
Joe
club house at 12 noon. HosMonday, April V
Mrs. William E. Moffett, Pill10, were Messrs and Mesdames
in the graduate school at blur.
tesses are Misses Mary LassitDent Watkins, John L. WilThe Dorcas Supday School ray State University.
rams Shores.
Edsel
er, Lela Cain, and Kathleen Pat- Class of the First Baptist
A potluck supper was served liams. Bruce Wilson, Troy
Mrs. Gem C. 7.ier of ArlingMesdames ,Leonard Church will meet at the horne ton, Va., and Mr. and Mn. Edterson,
by the ladies preceding the re- Beale, Irvin Carpenter,
Johnand
Klapp,
D.
Rayburn,
J.
Vaughn,
Sheppard, Norman
gular business meeting.
of Mrs. A. C. Sanders, Canter- win Lyko of Alexandria, Vs.,
E.
ue Overby.
The regular monthly break. ny Herndon, and William
bury Estates, at 7:30 p.m. Group are the grandparents. Mrs. He•••
fast of the Shrine Club held on Moffett.
Mis. Allen McCoy and Mrs. len Lyko of Boston, Mass., and
(1,
A Mule Pulling with added Sanders, captains, are in charge Gearge R. Carl of Manassas,
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
vents will be held at Lynn of the arrangements.
Jack Thompson and Mr. and
Va., are the great grandparents.
rove Elementary School startMrs. William Luebter, all from
Benton.
The next regular meeting
the Shrine Club will be held on
Saturday, May 18.

Dr. Evelyn Bradley Elected Chairman
Theta Department Of Murray Club

lack LaLanne Says Anxiety Is Cause Of
Obesity In Almost 90 Per Cent Of Time

C

Shrine Club Holds
Supper Meeting At
The Moffett Home

Time and Dollar-Stretching
Main Dish Makes "Cents"

First Item
Regular
Price...
Second Item
at 21 Price
Save Now!

Venders Make It

Snug as a bug?!
Probably not yet, if
you've just moved
in.
Perhaps your. Welcome Wagon hostess
can help to ease the
confusion.
Call hr today!

Vending machines are expected to sell 5.5 billion dollars worth of soft driqks, coffee, cold milk, sandwiches,
salads, hot foods, canned foods
and desserts during 1970.
This amounts to approximateOne-dish meals like Jiffy
ly 3.5 billion dollars more Supper-in -a -Skillet provide
double economy. You start with
than 1959 sales.
less expensive ground Ise arid
save time by using c.;ndensed
soup as a ennvenienee sauce for
the dish.
The soup that makes this sup.
per dish a "special" k condensed
Mod Hogs
cream of potato soup. To preToday hogs reach market pare. brown savory ground 1,eef
weight in record time: Only halls in shortening, then add the
four and one-half to five soup along with cahned gri•en
.
months and 500 pounds of beans and tomatoes
feed does the -job that re- You have II toIlifrlt.N. ,,Irorwr
main dish that takes c,,k ii ii
quired six to eight months utes of your time.
and 800 pounds of feed in
1.,
1930. There are other changes.
frthel
raised
are
hogs
hies.
veweta
Today many
in concrete "pig parlors'? meats, fish. ard luju I. r,
• I team
ortrItifil,1.4.111
example.
-which are kept immaculately Cowl!
,3411%
f",/
clean. heated in the winter
till4
summer.
the
in
and_ cooled
_
. _

Along with•Jiffy Supper-in-aSkillet, serve vegetable relishes
fruit salad. Dessert is a
fancy.version of snow pudding•
JIFFY SUPPER-IN-A-SKILLET

or

;0.0111416...f
• 10. II,' .1, 1, hr, ;1.1 I
4
I •.
: -14:11,I,
•
.t.•••••••r. •••11..,
I t.o1.1....1••••.••
fume
I
I, •
• •• Hifi •.f
I 1111
I .111
11"
h
a :1111,•11
I
ie. pp
'
,

,

Mix beef, crumbs, egg, and
meatocion salt ; shaft*. 'Pao
ball, In skillet, brown meat
m shortening: Poll," “fr
1,0
\,Id remaining ingredient,
ovel , (s..k over low heat. 20
III inute, oi until 111eat Is &all.
II
tort% 1111.1 then.
Makes

416 Main
N. Side Of Square
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ready To Go

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

•

the Murray
redley, chairLloyd Jacks.
II be installed

BAR.B.
RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

Beef
Pork

L.59

551.00

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

OPEN 24 his. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

Lb.98

airman

Club
Lynch, prose
"The Grapes of
n Steinbeck; and
se reading from
Finn" by Mark
social hour re•
• served by the
. Castle Parker,
ndon, Mrs. Nat
Hassel Kuykend-

ifeeh
eiket

SPLIT TOILERS

FINE FOR BAR.B.Q

26

LB

FINE FOR MR-B-Q
LB.

LB.

31C

CHUCK STEAK

81c

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

FINE FOR BAR -B-Q

COUNTRY FRY STEAK 84
74
CHUCK ROAST
1/4 PORK WIN
1 13.69c
WIENERS
44
SMOKED JOWL
59
5
CORN
.SWEET,
6
PEAS
3
CAKE MIX
TOMATO SAUCE
TOMATOES
fiElif STICKS
390
ORANGES

EGGS
38c

LB.

20 OZ. LOAF
49c

6'A°Ni• 1190

g 18 OZ.

WHITE CREAM STYLE

a BOTTLES.
1*

SUGAR
58c

5 LB. BAG

'ime to
I Your
Account

315 OZ. CANS $1.

TKIINGslDi
5 LB. BOX

4

124

TUNA

3

JACK SPRAT

CANS .$1

JACK SPRAT

18600)(ZES.89

GOLDEN RICH

OLEO

SACRAMENTO

8 OZ. CAN100

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

150z.890
CANS

GS
PKGS.

LYKE S

5 FOR $loo

ROSEDAL E

COLONIAL

BEEF STEW

POT PIES

17 OZ.$1
CANS

WHITE & YELLOW

Ile

BEEF, CHICKEN & TURKEY

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

ti

I LB. BOX lit

MORTON

Lb.

49c

LARA LYNN

PKG.

150Z.$1
CANS

swear

CRACKERS

12 OZ.

DRINKS

}

LIMIT 2 DOz..

JOHNSONS

SL ICED

HYDE PARK

DOZ.

LB.

ENGLISH CUT

9 TO 11 CHOPS

BAR-11-11 SAUCE

lit ••

HYDE PARK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE ,

8 BOTTLE CTN.

LB.

GRADE A LARGE

BREAD
AL LE NS

87c

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

6 1/2 OZ. SIZE

Item
jular
:e...
d Item
P.
Now!

LB.

LB.

COCA COLA

ice

SWISS STEAK
PORK CHOPS CENTER CUT

BUTTERNUT

PURPLE HULL PEAS

P 4//
/

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

RIB STEAK

FRYERS

••

Stores
• ts -in the U.S.'
en check-out •
check-out hanrage of 1,043
nsactions per
cal new super, ye 23 full-time
*me workers—a
m the corner
re the owner
wn shop, someby his wife
ours.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLE

:3

ONIONS
F LORD IA

RH
fdAPEFRUIT

LB. BAG

1 LB. SOLID
EACH

CHILI

19c

KELLY'S WITH BEANS

g 15 OZ. ti
CANS f'

GOLDEN RIPE

- BANANAS

2 It)- 25c

V
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Business Principles Should Rule Post Office According To Survey

AND ISAVE 114E HAULM TO DP—Packages pe up 204old over normal at the Greyhound
loading- dock in Cleveland during the Teamsters walkout. Walter Thomas, Greyhound employe. smiles and raises his hands in despair. Its this way nation/0v.
AUTO INSURANCE HEARING
CALLED BY PRESTON

CELEB RATE
et
ugA
.A)4446
,„

State Insurance
Robert Preston, thHothgsra
rerquest filed by the Louisville Automobile Club, called a pultic
hearing on May 5 00 a freViDISly-approved ZO per cent average
rate increase for policiutua
ritten by the State Farm
Automobile Insurance Co.
The effect of Preston's action
will be to negate approval of
the highs' rates which would
have become effective May 1
for new policies and May 15
for renewals.
The increases were approved
by Preece. without a hearing
after State Farm's request was
checked by a consulting actuary
and ibamd valid.
•

of Murray
HWY. 641 S.

JOIN US FOR
SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Adults
$2.25
Children under 12 _ _ _ _ $1.00

Oven study

-

1.

ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE DRINK & DERRPRT

NEW
YORK (UPI) Pre-1968
microwave- ovens,
100,000 of them, in tlfa
in homes, hotels and restaurants
nationwide are going to be surveyed for possible radiation leakage. Medical World News reports the surveying will be done
hv the federal government.

EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

Open Friday Nit Til 8:00

TO LIMIT QU

Rog.

SAVE

11111 Gillette Right Guard
Fro,
Spray Deodorant
elliSefes

TITIES

Murray

,ed•

,AP

Spray

1=15

REG. $1.59

AND OAIVOLJE

sunin

'ANT & ROACH KILLER
For Fast and Long-Lasting Killing Ikction!

68

Uses the sun
naturally—to
sun-lighten
hair.

NYTOL
SALE

.4•

SALE

SALE

2/290

•

WIZARD

11'lard

AIR FRESHNER

MA RYL)

SALE

Assorted Fragrances
Box.
led**

Um"
REG. He

SALE

SliNTAN OIL

The Mauls Formula of Miami Beech,
S-ox. platAtc.isettli

Reg.'2.00

SALE

RFC- /8c

STRONG HtAl

DOG Fl
REG. /I•34

White

Aff FONDA

Pkg. of 100

PAPER
PLATES

SALE
9" Dinner Plates

All New!'

..„NIPAL
vespre'

96'

feminine hygiene
deodorant spray

54

FRUI
T
otNGE,

GRAPE,

2.5 oz.
Reg.'1.49
FRES H,CR I

SALE

CARRI

SO
t LB. BA(

SPRAY DISINFECTANT

Sp,ay

co'

PAPER PLATES

:30 o.m . to 5:15 p.m.

Eliminates Odor and Kills Household Germs
7n7

6
98

DEEPTAN SUNTAN OIL
with Cocoa Butter

DEEPTAN

LYSOL

TRANSPARENT TAPE
REG. Ve

39'

4.7-oz. - Reg.'1.75

$188

ROCKET

/
1
2"xNe" by 3

SALE

by TONI

Protect All Apparel & Home Furnishings
20-0z. Spray
Reg.'2.98

16

For more dramatic
results. It works on
brunettes as well as
brownettes and blondes.

SCOTCH GUARD FABRIC PROTECTOR

ex.•

SALE 59C

sunin

lac

HAMBUR
BROWN
TOWELS
JOY
su

VIE
pRGER

NEW SUPER

For People Who Can't Sleep!

Scotch
.gard
ra.gic
moTEcTog

A CBS AFFILIATE

REG.

BLACK RAG

18 Tablets
Reg.'1.25

Keep up with how it is' Watch Channel 5's front running news team

Regular and Menthol

SALE

SALE

Chris Clark, Boh Lobertint. Jerry Goad and John lashlee do just that'
Twice daily' Channel 5 News, Weather and Sports
6 and 10 PM Monday through Friday'

INSTANT SHAVE

79

11-o .

1 5/
2-oz.
Reg.'1.19

I

11

INSTANT
SHAVE
/

SALE

SO

•

Colgate

14-0s. Bottle
REG. $1.111

' mourmisusinsi

7-0a.

RIGHI
QUARO

•

COLGATE

Mouthwash 8t Gargle

Norths
Shoppi
Cent(

RO

$1.29

LAVORIS

Ideal for the Whole Family,

contracts often prevent the most tions and an improved environ.
efficient and economic movement meat; and establish a systent
of mail.
for setting reasonable rates. '
The bill contains bylaws under
The !Camel Commission on,
which such a corporation would Post Office Reorganization esoperate. Representative Cunnin- timated that, in time, an indepgham sums up the advantages o endent corporation could save 20
these changes: it would strength- percent ofINstal expenses, and
en top management; provide ne- end the annual deficits. Most buseded capital for modernization
through bond issues; clarify tra- inessmen believe that any businsportation policy; provide mod- ness losing money, year after
ern employee-management rel year, should be reorganized

Reg., Super Hold and Unscented

AND

WE RESERVE'THE RIGH1

class has been proposed.
Most of the busineg,s,,..men apparently agree with Ripresentatlye Cuaningharn's objective to
remove present handicaps imposed by legislative, budgetary,
financial and personnel policies.
He maintains that modern management practices should be made
available to provide the best
service for the lowest cost. But,
he says, Congressionally-imposed limitations on transportation

STYLE
HAIR SPRAY
Giant 16-oz. Spray

STOP, SHOP,

8:30 o.m. to 5:15 p.m.

A?kgZedef Pd
oaILSOAUAIYLTP

(Editor's Note — Every Post- opinion.
master-General of recent years Kentucky businessme
n reply
has voiced concern over thePost with 69 percent in
favor of the
Office as being outdated, ineffic- proposal, 25 percent
opposed and
ient and handicapped by political 6 percent undecided.
considerations. Service deterio- The proposal is
similar to that
rates and the postal deficit in- made by the
Administration, bascreases, despite postage rate in- ed on a Presidential
commission
creases. A Presidential Commi- stuki, and
that passed bythe Houssion has urged reorganization se Post Office
and Civil Service
of the Department into a govern- Committee in
March. It awaits
meat-owned independent corpor- House floor
and Senate action.
ation, to be run like a private Earlier this
year, the Federabusiness. A bill presented by hot found
businessmen opposed
Representative Glenn Cunning- to.postage
increase to reduce
ham of Nebraska, H. R. 15430, the postal
deficit, now approachto establish an independent Pos- ing $1-1/2
71:4llion a year. Since
tal Service Authority to manage then,
a large increase in firstits own affairs was put before
businessmen by the National Fed.
oration of Independent Business. Now you know
The poll finds 73 percent favor
NEW
YORK (UPI)
this bill, 20 percent oppose it, Ifs against the law to eat peaand 7 percent are undecided,) nuts in church in Massachusetts.
Business principles, not poll. And in Houston, Tea., it's illegal
tics, should rule the U. S. Post to sell rye bread, goose liver
Office. This opinion comes ap- or limburger cheese on Sunday.
propriately, from people engaged
It goes to show that an innofirst-hand in business m anagerne- cent snack may be illegal,
acnt, the owners of independent cording tó American
Grocers
businesses across the nation. News. Some
mannersare
Businessmen, as a group, are built into a :
ri
)dor two. In
most displeased with the quality Hammond, Ind., for
example,
of postal service, especially in it's against the law
to drop
view of recent rate increases. watermelon seeds on the
street
Now a poll by the National Fed* * *
eration of Independent Business
Indicates that 73 percent of the
business owners favor Congressional legislation which would con- More mutual funds
vert the Post Office Department
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Into an independent, public cor- number of mutual funds' With
poration with power to overhaul assets over $I million has more
the huge, $8-billion-a-year enter- than doubled since 1960 accordprise.
ing to Wieeenberger Financial
The poll was conducted on legi- Services, reporter on the mutual,
slation proposed by Representa. fnnd industry.4111tOke.- ere 189
tive Glenn Cunningham of Nebr- such mutual funds in 1960 and
aska which would establish a Po. :395 at the beginning of 1970.
stal Service Authority with broad
management responsibilities,
* * *
and freedom from Congressional
politics. He is a member of the
Most skin cancers are caused
Post Office and Civil Service by repeated overexposure to the
Committee.
sunOnly 20 percent of the responding businessmen take a negative view of this bill, while
in Texas a state permit is
another 7 percent reserve their equired to feed garbage to hogs.
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Shopping
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
FIRST IN FINE MEATS

ICE

U.S CHOICE

ROUND
STEAK

U.S.CHOICE

LB.

SIR
LOI
N
STE
AK
U.S. CHOICE

LB- 990

LB.

LB. 59t
69
LB. 590

QUARTER SLICED HAM
BACON

2z.:
F.122
M
A
299
ICHLESS
:
1
STORE COOKED

L .

CHICKEN
HAMBURGER BUNS
BROWN & SERVE ROLLS
TOWELS
JOY

FREEZER BEEF SALE
LB. 61t
Full S
Frontquarter
53t
Hindquarter
LB Int

IGA PKG. OF 8

IGA PKG

Les.

31c
46c

IGA BIG ROLL

LIQUID DETERGENT

SUNSHINE

B*

lik

DIXIE LILY

PIN i Pill
4/99c
CRUS

Ei). OR

CHUNK

'CAN

„_B
N
9c
COFFEE

750

99c

REG. $1.49

$125

IGA

CRACKERS ,,..19c

•

JUST LOW PRICES !

REG. 2 /2.

REG. $1.1 Y

ARMOUR

5

• MANCH
JuucAN 360 '

GIANT SIZE

NONSOTAS5Molon,
FORCED PUNROCHGASMESES

1 _, STRONGHEART

$125

REG. $1.4v

TIDE

FLPUR
5' BAG" ho

89c

REG. $1.4Y

HUNT'S

JIM *ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

MARYLAND CLUB

DOG FOOD

SCOPE
NY OUIL
LISTERINE
BUFFERIN

PACIFIC ISLE

VIENNA
otiGER COOKIE
16p:

T—BONE
STEAK
LB. si27

S1 1

BONE LE

87
c

'
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JIM ADAMS GA

Northside
Shopping
/ Center

Firoa.
stela

&

ARMOUR

OLEO iu
ffsop VIENNA . TREET
- ftv SAUSAGE

IGA CUT

r
ali

GREEN BEANS

2/29c 4/99
r3oJ
cAN2
/29c
,
#
ORA
3/
NGE
JUIC
5
1
POT
.
/S
E
1
39
ATO
DRI
CHIP
NK
FRUI
S
T
Fo‘NGE, GRAPE,PINEAPPLE-GRAFEFRIAT 4
12 Oz.

ILB. CAN

CAN55

3 0Z.

IGA

0
.

TWIN BAG

.*

Iz OZ. CAN

'

46 OZ. CAN

FRES H,CRISP

.-- CARROTS

ICEBERG

Come See
OUR

LETTUCE

RipE ,

RED

CALIFORNIA

TOMATOES
NAVEL ORANGE!
APPLE TREE .,
100
2 49c
10/590
Store OPEN 24 __Hours DAILY -- CLOSED-SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the tota on the tape that count!

I LB' BAC
'
9

IGA FROZEN

LARGE HEAD

190

LB.
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Okra Can Be
A Delightful
Food Treat
By Nevyle Shackelford

3

-

1M

GM readies exhaust kit
The spokesman said California was
chosen because "that's where the biggest problem is."

COLE TOLD the mid-Michigan section
of the Society of Automotive Engineers
that the package would involve altering
the vacuum spark advance, modifying
and sealing the idle-speed mixture control and increasing the idle speed.
In addition, a thermo-vacuum switch
"If widely used (they) should have an
required to protect the engine
immediate and significant effect on low- would be
said.
ering the level of pollutants attributable against overheating, Cole
to the automobile," said Edward N. Cole,
TESTS CONDUCTED in Detroit, PhoeGM presidenL
nix and Los Angeles showed the system
COLE DID NOT specify a price for could reduce hydrocarbon emissions by
the package except to say that it would about 50 per cent; carbon monoxides by
35 per cent, and nitrogen oxides by 30
be ''reasonable."
But a GM spokesman said the Califor- per cent, Cole said.
Ford Motor Co. also announced Monnia Legislature had proposed that such a
package should cost no more than $65, day that it-together with the California
and he pointed to the fact that Califor- Air Resource Board-was beginning to
nia would be the primary initial market test modification systems to reduce exhaust emissions from used cars.
fon, the kit.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. - In comparison with other vegetables,
okra is little grown by home
gardeners in Kentucky. This shouldn't be so because when harvested at the right time and
prepared in the right way, it is
Indeed a delightful dish.
When gathered young, diced,
rolled in meal, and fried, it tastes like oysters. Then it is very
good when, in small proportions,
It is cooked with other vegetables, or added to soups and stews.
It can also be frozen or dried
for later use. A little dried
okra in prepared dishes produces much the same flavor as
the fresh product.
A vegetable from what geobote
artists call the Abyssinian center
of origin of cultivated plants - Corners
Optioned
Off to Spain
an area that includes presentHOLLYWOOD (UPI) HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD (UPI) day Ethiopia - okra was intro- Shakespearean Maurice Evans
"Pecked to' Death by Goslings"
duced into this country about will co-star with Glenn Ford Director John Frankenheimer
been ptioned by producer
1700 by French colonials of Lou- and Rosemary Forsythe in left for Spain where he will has
isiana. It was being grown in "Fraternity" at Cinema Center spend several months filming lacqueline Babbin for indepen"'The Horsemen" for Columbia. dent production.
Philadelphia in 1748, and in his
-writings, Thomas Jefferson mentioned it in Virginia in 1781. He
called it "one of our less geoera.
ONE GROUP LADIES
fly popular vegetables," and insinuated the reason for its lack
of popularity was because cooks
had never learned how to use it,
In appearance ,okra is a very
attractive plant and more nearly
resembles a flower than a vegetable. A member of the mallow
VALUES TO $16.00
family, its fleeting flower resembies that of a hibiscus of
which it is a near relative. In
some lands of the Mediterranean
area, the seeds of okra are of
more interest than the edible
ONE GROUP LADIES
pods. When ripe, the seeds yield
COOL SUMMER SANDALS
Sorra .01* *aatoadatswel Won
an oil said to be the equal of any
005s i.e the most copo
other oil used in cooking. The
to,ade **mg nvo to *800.0' Fe
,orts aarnonnurs Mi Moog mon
ripe seeds of okra are also solehal suronwtooafa0,001., S IC
metimes roasted and ground and
used as a substitute for coffee.
Theo like so many other plants,
both wild and domesticated, okra
has been employed as medicine.
A medicant prepared from its
VALUES TO $12.00
leaves is said to be very efficient in the soothing and reduction
of inflammation.
Okra does well in most Kentucky gardens and for a good
and prolonged crop should be
planted in the spring just as soon
ONE TABLE LADIES
as the ground warms iv and
danger of frost is over. Drilled
thickly in rows about 3 feet apart
and thinned to stand about 12
inches apart, it will bloom and
bear until frosts come again
ONE TABLE LADIES
In autumn.
Okra pods grow very fast in
hot summer weather and will become unfit for use in less than a
week from the time they start
developing from the pollinated
flower. Therefore, the plants
must be gone over every other
• ONE GROUP LADIES
day and the pods harvested whet
from three to five days old.
Usually a heavy producer, a
corege of short rows of okra
•MISS-B• FOR SUMMER
In the garden will produce enougt
NO-IRON PANT DRESSES
pods for an average,size family. The cultivation should be the
ie 14
SPECIAL!
same as for any other commoc
r.e.ws t, or,
...el Stamens' St,Vot
0.0* chkla Soma wan ...••
• .****p.
garden vegetables, and anyone
Mt. awed at .441 MK.** ore — Ce1.10'
of the several varieties offered
GROUP AT
by local seedsmen will do well
teir
0110w8ii,.
weee crerhs do.
go".* amt..*
A small patch of okra, like
wen .40:ftwot owahsek, [0.040,0.
eggplant, is recommended for all
home gardens. It will add variety
to both garden and the diet.
Almost anyone will like okr
fried, but others who have
red a taste for it, say there's
things more satisfying to th
appetite than "gumbo" which
a soup prepared from okra,

I

NEW YORK (UPI)-- There is
no logical reason for believing
that
new
equity financing
versus institutional demand
should
provide
a reliable
Indication of market direction,
according to Francis L DuPont
& Co, The historical relationship between institutional
purchases and the new ste:plY
of stock coming to the market
each year does not in itself
provide a reliable clue to the
future direction of stock prices
It says. The economic and
political forces at work are the
real determinents, the firm
adds.
--Gould's Position, Inc, sees the
market "strewn with the litter
of interrupted voyages and
ventures" because of "general
state of hysteria which typifies
today's socio-economic mood."
The "Utter" consists of loosely
held shares unloaded by those
who obey the admonition "if
you
can't stand the heat, get
ut of the kitchen." Fortunatey, the firm says, there are
some who can stand the beat
and the kitchen keeps functiong as the litter finds Us way
om "the hands of the fluttery

p

Ea]

DRESSES

BLOUSES

living next door to Karla Hoerschgen at Macalester College's Wallace Hall in St. Paul
Minn. Jerry is following the fad at the school by having his hair put up in the frizzy Afro
style while Karla waits her turn at the dryer.

many to the portfolios of a
seasoned few."
--The Dines
Letter
finds
today's market "the kind of
market where no matter what

9 sc
,oR

you hey, you get in trouble." It
-The first person to sail around
Is an old bear market and,
while stocks are getting cheap, the world alone was Joshts.S10one must wait for technical Ctifn Of New England, who Math
indicators to agree with trend the trip between 1895iand 1898.
analysis, the firm says.
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strap, play
ay stand
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«ilzNiNc wnio
BAKE N FRY SET

Hand Towels
Reg.
$1.30 — — SALE 97
(

SLEEPWEAR

Wash Cloths
Reg.
59e - - SALE

Special V2 Price
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sremilmo OF “NAltt," Jerry Crawford sits under a dryer and gleans one of the benefits of
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Wall Street
Chatter

Cut emissions from pre-1966 cars

FLINT, MICH. (UPI): Owners of pre1966 General Motors cars may soon be
able to reduce exhaust emissions with
the aid of a packaged kit.
The nation's largest auto maker announced this week it will market a
"package of engine modifications and
maintenance requirements" within the
next few months.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ONE GROUP

NINON

BRAS & GIRDLES

CURTAINS

by MAIDENFORM

48'x63'
Reg.
$4.50 - SALE

'HEIRESS'
SHOE & BAG
COORDINATES

tee COUNT BOXED

$360

STATIONERY
Special 88e box

48-x84"

ASSORTED COLORS

Reg.
030 - SALE

0-0756

— REIGNING BEAUTY —

PANTY

HOSE-

2 Slzes Fit All I

You HMO,ShoPOrol Store

KEGULAR
St.N

ASK ABOLITION

'Ti

WASHINGTON (UPI)— Stns.
Warren Magnuson and Henry
M. Jackson, both D-Waste, have
Introduced legislation to abolish
organized baseball's exemption
from antitrust laws.
The legislation
was an
outgrowth of the American
League's moving of the Seattle
franchise to Milwaukee. No
similar exemption from antitrust laws is enjoyed by other
professional sports such as
football, hockey or basketball.
Biographical
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Italian producer Dino De
Laurentiis returned to Rome
from Moscow with an agreement
to film the biography of John
Herd. "Ten Days that Shook
the Vk odd" in conjunction with
Nlopfilm in Russia.

4,

— REIGNING BEAUTY —
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stance, almost all skin cancers
are curable, as are breast cancers through surgery. Moreover,
the Pap test, the laboratory analysis of cells normally shed by
Moosehaven, the "City of Coo- ts entirely of modern buildings en of the Moose.
the uterus, is making an almost
Newest facility is the modern
tentment", is a home maintained scientifically designed and built
100 per cent cure-reate for uterby the loyal Order of Moose for to provide pleasant and comfor- and completely equipped Paul P.
ine cancer in the United States.
Its aged members and their wives table acc,omodations for the aged Schmitz Health Center completed
Washington, D. C.-The medi- year marks the 22nd anniversary
Thus, through not only drugs
on the banks of the St. John's residents.
in early 1968 at a cost of almost
of
WHO's founding.
cal adage that prevention is better
through
River, 15 miles south of JackAccording to Dr. Horwitz "In and surgery, but also
The Community Building, a $2,000,000. The building provithan cure, though holdhig true for
radiology, physical check-ups,
sonville, Fla,
gift of the Legion of the Moose, des space for 150 beds and has
many diseases, as polio and sma- most of the countries of the and screening techniques, he
After
the
founding
of
MooseAmericas
houses
cancer
the offices of the super- its own therapy department, Xis
among the says:
llpox, does not apply to most forthe4rned
heart,
"Child
City,"
five
leading
intendent and administrative off- ray, laboratory and pharmacy.
causes of death. In
ms of cancer.
"Remarkable progress has
for children of deceased mem- icers, resident counselor, pos- It also boasts six day rooms,
Such is soi a top hemisphere the highly industrialized coun- been made in recent years in the
bers, the fraternity turned its tal service and community audit- a chapel, library, beauty and
public health official says,becau. tries, it Is among the first two." treatment of cancer, as is shown
attention to plans for a home orium. Northwest Building, a gift barber shops and arts and crafCiting
a
recently
completed
se: "We still do not have any
by the prolongation of the life of
for its dependent aged mem- of the lodges of Montana, Idaho, ts room.
way of preventing most of its survey of urban mortality, he an increasing number of patients.
bers. During these early years Oregon and Washington, is a twoThe men and women of Moosestates
that of the some 43,000 To
multiple forms."
convince people to put their
a group of old folks resided at wing structure with the commi- haven are served delicious wellTo save lives therefore, early causes of death studied, about 20 trust in the importance of early
Mooseheart.
ssary in one wing and the tailor, balanced meals scientifically pldetection of cancer is vital, acc- per cent is attributable to cancer. detection of cancer is more than
The Moose eventually bought watch repair, and sundry shops anned for the nourishment of
The
stilly,
called
the
Inter-Amerording to Dr. Abraham Horwitz,
justified..."
a resort hotel on a tract of land in the other.
aged bodies. They may requisidirector of the Pan American ican Investigation of Urban MorHe notes however, that "larat
Orange Park, Fla., and on
Excellent recreational faciliti- tion such personal articles as
tality
examined deaths of persons
Sanitary Bureau, regional office
gely because of ignorance...patNov. 1, 1922, Moosehaven was es and barber and beauty shops they need. Birthday cakes are
for the Americas of the World between ages 15 to 74 for 12 citi- ients frequently obtain those serformally opened. The first 22 are provided in the Michigan Re- distributed to those celebrating
es, 11 of them in the Americas,
Health Organization,
vices when it is too late."
residents were those who had creation Center. Each of the birthdays.
in explaining why early detec- Though calling upon hemispheDetection, he adds, coupled
been living at Mooselleart. They Buildings in which Moosehaven
While laundry is done without
with greater public understand- tion of cancer is needed, Dr. re officials to create greater pubset
up house keeping in the hotel people reside is a self-contained
DR.
King
(right)
LESTER COLEMAN
Features Syndicate medicost to the residents, many of
ing of the disease so as tc Horwitz notes that "Cancer is lic awareness of medical advancwhich
had
been
rechristened
Aid
cal
home with its own sleeping .and the women prefer to do their
columnist, makes a look-see and speaking stop at Southdispel ''unnecessary concern not just one disease, but a group es that have made possible treatHall.
ern Nevada Memorial Hospital in Las Vegas. Showing him
living rooms, kitchen and dining own and electric washing machboth on the part of those affected of diseases, with very different ment of many cancer forms, he
beginning,
From
the
much
of
rooms.
around is Dr. Samuel Crucilla, hospital administrator. Dr.
ines are provided for them.
by a tumor, and of those who be- etiologies and prognoses".
warns that such is "an educationthe work necessary to keep MooThese include Buckeye-MounColeman became interested in the hospital's -Development
The ideal of Moosenaven has
lieve they have one."
Some forms are difficult to al press, which must motivate
sehaven running has been done taineer Building, presented by
of Communication skills" workshop.
He made his statement in a diagnose and consequently to tre- and persuade, not alarm and comby the old folks who live there. Moose of Ohio and West Virgin- not changed with the years. Evemessage pointing up the 19'70 at, as for instance, stomach can- a."
They serve as their own garden- ia; Three-1 Building by Illinois, ry inhabitant is urged to do what
World Health theme of "Cancer: er. Others however, are more:
ers,
housekeepers, kitchen help- Iowa and Indiana; Keystone Bui- he feels he is able or qualified
However, with the link between
And he adds: "There are many that prevention is better than
to do and receives an allowance
Early Detection Saves Lives." easily detected, treated, and curdining room helpers, mainers,
Each year WHO highlights a topic ed. Technically, a "cure" lathe myths, superstitions, and mis- cure apply - to lung cancer. lung cancer and cigarette smok- tenance crews, and nurses aides. lding by Pennsylvania; Empire for these services.
important to public health as absence of detectable evidence of taken ideas, which must be swept Because it is generally detected ing medically well-documented, During the past 30 years all State Building by New York; Leg- Those no longer able to work
ion and Jubilee Buildings by the
when far advanced, its cure-rate lessening the risk-particularly of the original
part of observances of World cancer five years after diagnosic away..."
buildings on the Legion of the Moose; and Hope, are called "Sunshiners." Their
-Lung CancerIs only about five per cent ofthose for the young - comes in simply 58-acre
Health Day, April 7, the coming and treatment.
site have been replaced. Faith and Academy by the Worn- job is to sit in rocking chairs
To one form of cancer, how- afflicted.
not smoking.
In the sun and smile at passersinto force outs constitution.,This
Through chemotherapy, for in- ever. does the medical adage
The physical plant today consisby. For Moosehaven believes that
kindness and fellowship are important too, perhaps more important than ever before.
ONE GROUP MEWS

Early Detection Of Cancer
Held Vital To Saving Lives

of the benefits of
Hall in St. Paul,
in the frizzy Afro

person to sail around
alone was Joshga.S10
England, who mad.
tween 1895,and 1898

lloosehaven' Is Home For Aged In Florida •

Open Friday Till 8:00 p.m.
SALE STARTS THURSDAY
at 9:00 a.m. for 9 BIG DAYS!!
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - The
announcement that James Garner will appear in a onebour
prime-time series for NBC-TV
in the 19'71-72 season is a
symbolic one for television.
For it was out of televisioospecifically, ABC-TV's satirical
Western series, "Maverick"that Garner came to become a
movie star.'
And now he is returning to
the home tube, along with
others who 1$t for the movies,
and also albng with some big
motion picture names who once
felt it was a status (and
financial) comedown to appear
on video.
But the tide definitely has
turned. Many flim stars see not
only greater security in a longrun television series as opposed
to the uncertain condition of the
movie industry, but also 'mow
the value of one-shot specials
as video heads for new,
profitable forms, including payTV and cassettes.
Thus we see that Dean
Mar tin has contractually
hitched his career to television
for the long haul, using the
home tube as his real home
base,
Tony Curtis, too, has made
the move to video, for in 1971
he will appear in a weekly
ABC-TV one-hour series with
Roger (The Saint) Moore. Their
show, "The Friendly Persuaders," will be a light adventure
series about a couple of fellows
who .try to bring justice to
guys who have
those bad
escaped it.
Stewart Granger is another
example. Next season he will
start as a regular on NBC-TV's
"The Virginian." Don Knotts,
who left television and had
success in movies, is coming
back in the fall, to NBC-TV, as
part of a variety series. Tony
Randall also will turn up in the
fall as a star of ABC-TV's "The
Odd Couple" series.
Shirley Jones, who succeeded
in movies, will be on hand
come September in a new ABCTV situation comedy, "The
Family," as a
Partridge
mother who travels With her
children's rock 'n' roll group.
Hal Holbrook, whose stage
and television versions of his
one-man
show about Mark
Twain brought him starcbm,
will be a regular in NBC-TV'S
"The
Bold Ones" as an
altruistic politican„A
And, as a capper, Elizabeth
Taylor Is scheduled to make
her dramatic debut on television in an NBC-TV special next
season. In fact, a trade paper
reported from London the other
day that Miss Taylor, her
husband Richard Burton and
actor Stanley Baker are forming a company to produce
television dramas "in which
one or more of the trio would
appear."

TV -less
Ill-Il F. Itaoan (1 PI) - the
Hawaiian -Wend of -Kauai has the los i•st ikertenl,age of home
an) _area ill__
irk%
_
the I oiled 'States. 1.m.., than
tent of K
families
Ion,- irks ision %Pte.
'
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Bill Singer May
Have Hepatitis

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY - APRIL U, 1970

Cincinnati Hits Ten Homers In 13-8 Triumph Over Braves

By FRED McMANE
the record was originally set
Jim Wynn accounted for
LOS ANGELES (UPI}- The
Cal Koonce.
UPI Sports Writer
between the Reds and the Fim,—".•
s Angeles Dodgers said
five
of
the Astros' runs with a Billy Williams hit a three-run
Braves on Aug. 18. 1956.
uesday that Bill Singer, a 20three-run double and a two-run homer and Johnny Callison a
Was there a "rabbit" in the
The Reds tagged ImucklebaL,
ame winner last season, may baseball at Atlanta stadium
two-run blast in the seventh
ler etai Metro for four uumers'uomer
ave hepatitis.
Tuesday night?
inning as the Cubs won their
and sent last year's 23-game Clarence
Gaston drove home sixth in a row and snapped a
Manager Luman Harris of winner down to his fourth loss
"Preliminary tests taken of the Braves thought
the deciding run in the ninth four - came
Louts
St.
so. The without a victory. Gary Nolan
inning with a wind-blown double winning
Bill Singer in Montreal indicate Braves' skipper
streak. The Cubs
actually took a went six innings for the Reds to
then scored on a single by Ivan were the first hit off St.
e may be suffering from knife and cut into one
of the get credit for his third triumph Murrell
hepatitis," a Dodger spokesman balls to try and find a
to pace the Padres, Louis pitching Lois year and
reason without a loss.
who awed the loss on reliever dealt Bob Gibson his first loss
said.
for a National League recordIn other NL action, Pittying 10 home runs being hit in tsburgh edged Houston, 9-8; San
of the season.
Singer, who was scheduled to
Cincinnati's 13-8 triumph over Diego beat New York, 5-3 and
The Giants-PhIllies game
NEW YORK (UPI)-The New pitch Wednesday night, was put Atlanta.
never got started, but the
Chicago topped St. Louis, 7-4.
Montreal
Tueslay
plane
a
on
at
Los
the
Knicks
York
and
In the ninth inning as Detroit
Alas, Harris could find no San Francisco at Philadelphia
By STU CAMEN
Dodgers had a 7-3 lead over the
beat the Cleveland Indians, 5-3, Angeles Lakers, who will meet and flown back to Los Angeles. evidence that the balls were of was postponed because
UPI Sports Writer
Expos in the third inning when
cold
of
for the Tigers' sixth straight for the championship of the
a higher resiliency.
their
game was washed out.
Alan
Cash,
He
weather
5.2
the
and
was
guard
from
AngelesLos
scheduled
to
enter
St.
Nat ,nal Basketball AssociaRookie Bernie Carbo led the Montreal contest was rained Fancy Farm High School, has Four homers were also washed
It doesn't take much to victory and a half game lead in
John's
Hospital
at
Santa
five
placed
the
four
of
tion,
Reds' assault with a pair of out after 21/2 innings
please Cesar Gutierrez, but the the American League's East
signed a basketball grant-in-aid away by the rain, two by
players on the NBA all- Monica for more tests.
little shortstop is giving the Division.
homers and Johnny Bench,' Detroit beat Cleveland, 5-3,for with Murray State University. Montreal's Adolfo Phillips and
team.
defensive
Gutierrez' winning hit was a
Detroit Tigers a lot of pleasure.
The
Dodgers lost Pete Tony Perez, Dave Concepcion, its sixth
straight victory; Cash, named to the All-Jack- one each by the Dodgers' Willie
The Knicks, who stressed
Gutierrez is now playing slicing double to right center
Mikkeisen,
a reliever, early in Bobby Tolan and Pete Rose Washington defeated New York, son Purchase team, averaged Crawford and Andy Kosco.
best
the
posting
defense
while
which
scored
rookie
Elliott
regularly
and
be justified
spring training because of each hit one as Cincinnati 7-5; Minnesota edged Chicago, 21.8 points last season, the third
Manager Mayo Smith's faith in Maddox from first base and record in the league during the hepatitis. Mikkelsen is out for boosted its record to 13-4. 4-3; Oakland nipped Kansas highest average in the Purchase O.J. A FATHER
AGAIN
three
of
season,
regular
had
him Tuesday night when he Gutierrez seemed more surPerez, who has eight homers, City.4-3; and California topped area.
an indefinite period.
doubled bane eit co-ahead run prised than anyone else by his their five starters- forward
rapped
out four hits and Milwaukee, 3-1, in American He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—O.J.
Dave DeBusschere, center Wil- Singer first revealed he was
extra base hit.
Ill Thursday night when he boosted his average to .486.
Charles B. Cash of Fancy Farm. Simpson of the Buffalo Bills
League games.
lis Reed and guard Walt
Other AL Games
Ties NL Record
pitched at Cincinnati with a
Murray Coach Cal Luther, in became a father for the second
Beat Astros 16th Time
In other American League Frazier-on the team.
The Braves also got homers
temperature of 100. His sympA two-run single by Matty announcing the signing of Cash time Tuesday.
represents,
Angeles
Los
The
games, Minnesota edged ChicaRico Carty, Orlando Alou and a two-run homer by said, "Alan is an excellent colltoms first were diagnosed as from
His wife, Marguerite, gave
go, 4-3; California downed tive was guard Jerry West, who the flu.
Cepeda and Felix Milian, and Roberto Clemente highlighted a ege prospect. Although he played birth to
an eight-pound, 15scorer
in
Milwaukee, 3-1; Oakland edged was also the leading
He has lost 10 to 12 pounds on the combined total of 10 homers five-run sixth inning which forward in high school, we'll use ounce son. The baby
was
Kansas City, 4-3, and Washing- the league besides being a the Dodgers' current
road trip, in the game tied the NL record enabled the Pirates to whip the him at guard and we think he'll named Jason Lamar. They
ton
beat New York, 7-5. defensive ace. The fifth player which ends at Montreal tonight, for most home runs by
become
outstanding
an
two Astros for the 16th time in their
college have a year-old daughter,
forward
was
Gus
Baltimore and Boston were named
teams in a night game. Oddly, last 17 meetings at Forbes player."
Arnelle.
Johnson of Baltimore.
idle.
In the
National League, Named to the second team
Cincinnati outslugged Atlanta, were forwards John Havlicek of
13-8; Chicago beat St. Louis, 7- Boston and Bill Bridges of
By LANCE J. HERDEGEN
4; Pittsburgh edged Houston, 9- Atlanta, center Lew Alcindor of III
II
8; San Diego downed New Milwaukee and guards Joe
MILWAUKEE (UPI) - Mil- York, 5-3; and the games Caldwell of Atlanta and Jerry. III
111
waukee Bucks C-oach Larry between Los Angeles-Montreal Sloan of Chicago.
III
Costello has a dream assign- and San Francisco-Philadelptda The balloting was done by We
I I
9-9
MON.SAT.
ment-- fitting the "Big 0" into were called off because of bad 14 NBA coaches with Frazier
IN BEL-AIR
a team which already has a weather.
being named on the first team
1-6 SUNDAY
superstar in Lew Alciodor.
SHOPPING CENfER
After doubling home Maddox, by 13 of them. DeBusscnere
HI
Costello was asked about his Gutierrez scored the Tigers' was the second highest vote
plans for next season at a news final run on Al Kaline's
single getter and West was third.
conference here Tuesday at to addle reliever Steve Hargan
In closer balloting, Reed
III
which the Bucks announced with the loss. Earl Wilson • I d edged Alcindor, 15-11. The
they have picked up Oscar the first eight innings
for scoring was done on a basis Of
Robertson, the "Big 0" from Detroit to pick up the victory.
points for a first place rote
the Cincinnati Royals.
Harmon Killebrew's second and one point for a second
"I feel Robertson will fit in homer of the season,
III
a three. 1.lace vote.
perfectly. He makes the tdg run drive in the sixth
inning,
play. He's a leader and comes powered Minnesota
past Chicaflo
to play. He will be a big go. Lefty Jim
SI
Kaat gained his
Influence on our young players, second
win against one loss
and make Lew better than he Is while Tommy
III
John, who gave
today," Costello said, obviously up Killebrew's
III
354-toot homer,
115
14,
pleased.
took his fourth straight loss.
The 31-year-old Robertson,
Three-Run Uprising
reo
who played his collegiate
fie
Alex Johnson drove in Jim
to
oaskettall and 10 years of pro Fr egos' and Jay
Johnstone
Oall in Cincinnati, had become
doubled home Bill Voss during
a bit disenchanted with the a three-run
Angels' uprising
toyals in recant metes and losing pitcher Mare! Pleasoea
or,
loo
No
be trade came as no surprise. the third inning, Tom Murphy
III
To get him, the Bucks gave went the first eight innings for
'TRENTON, New iersey--Mar.
II
ip Flynn Robinson, the Nation- California to raise his record to
'to
in Andretti of Nazareth, Pa., a
to,
II1
.l Basketball Association's top 2-1.
29-yearold professional race
Yee throw shooter last season,
Don Mincher belted a two-run driver who is rapidly becoming
1r/
and Charlie Faulk, a promising homer in the eighth inning that a legend in his own
III
23
time, has
7.":
I• 7:
Z
.00kie who has spent the past carried
Oakland past the been named the favorite to win
III
I,,
wo basketball seasons in the Royals. Teammate Reggie
Trenton 200-mile race for
III
III
krmy.
Jackson chipped in with his hampionship "Indy" type cars
Ea
.LI
II
•In the plush office of his third round tripper to help Jim I the U. S. Auto Club achedN—
lig
foo
III
iusiness agents and attorney at Hunter post his third win in
for Sunday, April 25 here
at
2incinnati, Robertson was say- four decisions. Jim Rooker took t the Trenton Motor Speedway. III
Ito
lot
ro,
the loss in relief.
SN
Sf
The three-time nations/ (ANEW
"I had a choice of several
Bernie Allen drove in four
pica and 1969 Indianapolis 500 III
earns who were ready to make runs with a homer
Hg
and a single
deal
with
the Royals, and Lee Maye collected four winner received 30 votes fears
members
Union
the
of
Rac76
Deluding Baltimore, Phoenix, straight
hits for Washington in mg Panel of Experts to win the
to
ad a couple of ABA teams.
ato
the Senators' triumph over the East coast event at an average
III
"Because of a stipulation In Yankees. Allen's
to
three-run ho- speed ranging from 110.191 'Is
ny contract, I was able to
mer off loser Mel Stottlemyre mph to 145.555 mph. The sports55,
hoose the club and I felt
VALUE
in the fifth inning wiped out a writers and broadcasters who
tilwaukee was the best move 3-2 New York
III
lead and pinned make up the Racing Panel of
nder the circumstances.
the Yankee pitching ace with Experts cast 21 of their votes III
"You have to admit they
his third straight loss. Case for Al Unser of 4abuqUerque, Ill
ave a fine team with Lew Cox,
with eighth-inning reit New Mexico to win the event
lcimior and • they have an
help from Darold Knowles, while antime great A. J. Foyt
xcellent organization," Robert.
upped his record to 3-0.
of Houston, Texas received 13
on said.
votes to take the checker and
He declined to comment on
MONTREAL (UPI) - The Bobby Unser (blather to Al
.e salary agreement with
ize•-g ;:;;a = ==
fru z as as
w = :z
eat Expos Monday pure). Unser. rt eived 13 vctes to win.
tilwaukee, but he quipped that
the contract of outfielder
I'm a taker pettier srlifr
Other sears of the USAC
Im Gosger, who has a .227
ncle Sam now."
Championship trail receiving
•=.37:2 2:113 F. 2I 3E.EZ.2;
etime batting average with
Z:E 2:2 =
He reportedly received about
ft!
:
votes from the Racing Panel u
five
major
league
Ift
teams,
from
175,000 a year- about $50,00(
In
potential winners were veteran
Oft
the
San
Francisco
Ito
Giants on Lloyd Ruby, Roger McCloskey,
lore than he had been
/18
M
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•
rft
I',
e International League.
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ffl
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V ukovich.
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ULTRA-BRITE

ndretti
Favored To
Win Trenton

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)._
The New York Knicks were
listed Tuesday as 8-5 favorites
to win the National Basketball
Association title in their playoff
series with the Los Angeles
Lakers.
Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder
made the Knicks a four-point
choice in their opening game of
the best-of-seven series on
Friday night in---New York's
Madisomliquare Garden.
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FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

into custody for counterfeiting.
According to John A. Stegall,
a history teacher at Sandy Hook
High School, the story was that
when Sprinkels was brought before the judge he was not sentenced but released because in
the judge's opinion the coins
made by Sprinkas were superior to the silver money in circulation.
Not many years ago Charlie
Stiles came from the 13/uegrass,
accompanied by a map and a
surveyor to look for Sprinkel's
silver. One clue on the map was
a drawing of a deer's head.
A local resident recalled that
years ago he had seen such a
drawing cut on a cliff in the
Laurel Cliffs.

WEST LIBERTY, Ky. - This
is the season of trillium, lady's
slipper, wild geranium and bloodroot.
Many people who bask beside
the hearth throughout the cold
winter and early spring, now
take to the woods and hills to
look again at the miracle of flowers.
There are others who delight
in woodiaad walks, in cliff and
canyon hikes, but who are seeking another kind of treasure.
They have nothing against nature and her spring display of
wildflowers, and they even work
Stiles located the site, dog
at protecting the bounty. But
their thing is hard coin - or a ore samples and took them to
silver mine. And in Kentucky Cincinnati to be assayed. The
there are all kinds of hidden, assay revealed silver "and a
buried - and lost treasures. trace of gold."
In 1915 a relative of Stiles
Last year a report was circulated that gold and silver had came W the area and took up the
search for the ore. Some local
been discovered in Lawrence
County. There were the unbelie- men were employed to help with
vers; but for every doubter there the digging, but were dismissed
after the shaft was located.
is always a believer.
An elderly woman known as
In March a report in The Floyd
County Times said an assayfrom Aunt Annie Brown used to say
'Arizona Testing Laboratories in that when she was a girl an old
Phoenix showed the sample to Indian spent the night at her
have 59.6 ounces of gold per father's home and in conversation with her father the Red man
ton.
Elliott County is neighbor to said: "If the white people knew
Lawrence County and has figur- what the Indians know, they could
ed more in silver treasure leg- shoe their horses cheaper with
ends than in gold, but most of all silver than they could buy or
In diamonds and a diamond mine. make iron shoes."
According to Stegall, another
One of the stories concerning
silver goes back to pre-Civil set of explorers came to the
area in 1966.
War days.
It might be worthwhile for
Before that war, a Mr. Sprinkels arrived in the Laurel Cli- woodland hikers to search for
ffs section of what now is Elliott strange signs on rocks while
County and began an extensive they look for wildflowers. If they
see turkey tracks, arrow signs
search of the canyon.
Later he posed as a black- or running snakes carved in rock,
smith and used a forge as coy- proceed Is Indicated, but if they
erup for melting silver ore into come won a rock carving of a
coiled snake or representation
dollars and hali-dollars.
A worithand named Coffey re- of the sun - stop , look closely
vealed that the forge had a sec- ....but, please, don't pick the
ret niche under the firebox and flowers.
wben an outsider approached, a
piece of iron or plow was placed
over the niche.
According to the workman the
silver ore was found under a
cliff and was car rise! by Sprinkels
to the blacksmith shop for melting.
A short time later, the high
sheriff was in need of a large
sum of money and after trying
every source he knew to get
the money finally went to the
blacksmith. Sprinkels minted close to $3000 in silver coin for
- him, but soon after was taken

"Born to succeed" Is a familiar expressive that fits Lake
Choo
Berkley State Resort Park to 5,000114 WON — Wcer
her new
a .tee. This new park in Ken- Mt Is nestled by
tucky's Western Waterland will mother, Mrs Laveyne DupsJoin the other 12 vacation re- taff, and she becomes the
sorts in the Kentucky state park 5,000th Korean orphan
system on June lit. It has so adopted by American coumany tartars in its *tor that it -pies; The Dupslaffs live in
is absolutely certain to be ea St. Croix, /Whin., and have
outstanding favorite from the another adopted Korean girl,
Rachel, 3, in addition to their
day it opens.
Its appearance Is spectacul- own two sons. Clint, 9, and
arly beautiful, for one -thins. Scott, 8. From now on the
It's accommodation" are superb newcomer's name , is Sara
and its location Is Just about
stregically perfect—The popularity of Western Kentucky as ley takes the form of a breatha vacation land increases each taking semicircle that combines
year by leaps and bounds. A- extreme functional efficiency
round 130,000 people stayed with the pure beauty of modern
overnight in the area's state lines.
resort parks alone during 1969.
All the lodge facilities, swim
Lake Barkley and its older ming pools, dining room, gift
sister, Kentucky Lake, form the shop, marina, boat docks and
biggest man-made body of wa- fisherman's
accommodations
ter in the world. Together they will be in operation on opening
offer something like 3,500 miles day. Two golf courses, a riding
of shoreline for exploring boat- stable, a modern camping area,
ers. Separating the two giant cottages, tennis courts and other
lakes is Land Between the recreation facilities are planned
Lakes (LBL), a federal recrea- for future development.
tion area and nature- preserve
Rates at Lake Barkley State
more than 40 miles long and Resort Park are the same as
265 square miles in area.
at the other Kentucky state
More than 1-1 4 million people perks ($10 single, $16
double)
visited LBL in 1969. It's part The suites are one-bedroom for
of T. V. A.
up, to four persons and two-bed
The new perk occupies a pen- MOM Watt for up to six.
They
insula right across the lake include a kitchenette
and the)
from LL. There are 124 over- rent for $36 and
$48 a day.
night Sliest Units including four
Reservations are being accept
suidirall overlooking Lake Bark- ed. The phone at the park
(Cs.
ley. At $111S.000 per unit they dis, Ky.) is
502-522-3261. Baser
are the most luxurious public
rations may also be made thro•
accommodations ever built In ugh the
Frankfort,' Ky. Central
Kentucky.
Reservationsm Office, 302-223
:
1 page
2320:-Toll-free • calls a the
the renown
ward DurFrankofrt office may be made
:tect _whose
$tonc
_
583-9196; -Leamany buildings grace distant 1f5R1
lands as well as his native U. ington. Ky 252-4913 and from
$ A. His Jcsipi at Lake Bark. Cincinnati 281.2643.
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CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS

req
at

FRESH
FRESH
LIVER l.:B. 89c GIZZARDS LB. 39c

MISS WISCONSIN

PET RITZ

Fruit Pies

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

PKG. OF 12

DEL MONTE FRUIT

4

LIQUID BLEACH
PUREX HALF GAL. lc
With Coupon and 55.00
Add, Pur. Exc. lob. &
PraCkl‘t*-Da
"
Limit I

WALDORF
- TISSUE 4 ROLLS 9c
- Vhdi Coupon and $5.00
Add Pur.
Prod.-Eicc.
-------

I.

320 o.$1 Meat Pies 5.0z3f.
MORTONS

SOFTWE AVE BATHROOM
TISSUE 2-2 Roll 39c
Pkgs.
TOc Value Coupon Worth 31c
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Earnings Decrease,
Auto Hints For Vacationers
Increase At
Sales
Cash
Carswell To Johnny
Tappan Company
Given By Safety Committee
Run For U.S. To Be On ETV
The Tappan Company, Mass.
field, Ohio based manufacturer
FRANKFORT, Ky.---With
LEXINGTON, Ky.- He doesn't of appliances and cabinets, today spring now in full
swing and sumOD
earnings
decreased
announced
have the gravel-textured voice
mer on its way,the Traffic Safety
of Joluiny Cash or the macabre increased sales for the first Coordinating Committee has a
expressions of Jack Palance, but quarter of 1970,
MIAMI (UPI)- Judge G.
Sales were $32,647,000 com- few words of advice for vacaArthur S. Junaluska will never
first
ilarrold Carswell, in his
to $30,469,000 in 1969. tionine' motorists.
pared
crisis.
suffer an identity
retlitical campaign since he ran
include Quaker Maid
figures
Both
Before beginning a long trip,
That's because Junaluska, who
for the Georgia Legislature on appears with Cash and Palance Kitchens, which was acquired in check the car's cooling system,
a white supremacy pledge 22 at 8:30 p.m. April 30 on the October, 1969, on a pooling-of-in- Arthur E. Beard executive direcyears ago, is "taking his case Kentucky Educational Television terest basis.
tor If the committee advises,
to the people."
Pretax profits were $890,000, particularly if towing a trailer
network in the NET Playhouse
Carswell, whose nomination production. "The Trail of Tea- compared with $2,055,000 in or if the car is equipped with an
to the U.S. Supreme Court was rs," is the world's only profess- 1969. Net profits were $950,000 air conditioner.
rejected by the U.S. Senate, ional MI • blooded Cherokee compared with $970,000 in 1969.
Beard listetthe following stiannounced Monday he would Indian actor.
Earnings per share were 18
ggestioos hichecking cooling syspromise
a
on
run for the Senate
For that matter, he's also the cents versus 39 cents.
tems to helpprevent overheating,
to "pin President Nixon in his only professional full-blooded ChW. R. Tappan, President, in- - and consequent repairs on
goals of restructuring our erokee playwright, producer, dicated that several factors affautomobile=
country and its government director, composer and chore- ected first quarter earnings. He
+Make sure coolant is not
along constitutional, conserva- ographer. Junaluska is a descen- stated that both labor and materladen with rust and other contamlines."
tive
dant of two great chiefs of the ial costs had been increasing fas- inants. Even permanent -_,type
The surprise announcement Cherokee Nation.
ter than prices. Price increases
loses its effictivst
by the 50-year-old Tallahassee "The Trail of Tears," in fact, covering the majority ofthe Com- anti-freeze
if used for a year or more.
jurist, which came at a news Is about that episode in Ameri- pany's products were announced ness
drained, it should
conference here called by can history, when the U. S. gov- on February 15, 1970, but orders If system is
be flushed thoroughly to remove
Republican Gov. Claude R. Kirk
ernment turned its back while which had been accepted prior scale and rust.
Jr., stunned the former frontthe State of Georgia stripped the to that date were filled at lower
+Radiator and hoses should
runners for the Senate seat Cherokees of their legal rights, prices during the entire first
be checked for leaks under preretiring
vacated by
being
confiscated their farms, and ev- quarter. Benefits of the price ssure. Leaks may develop on
Democrat Spessard Holland.
entually forced their migration Increase should result in impro- long trips. Hose check should
Hardest hit probably was
ved second quarter earnings.
to the Oklahoma Territory.
Include those connected to the
William
Rep,
U.S.
Republican
A wildcat strike and a slow- heater, engine block, and radiaplay dramatizes these evThe
Carmer of St. Petersburg who
ents, with Junaluska in the role down at the Company's O'Keefe tor. High temperatures and norInsisted, "President Nix
an influential Cherokee trib- & Merritt Division during most of nal aging weaken the hoses. Cheof
urged me to run for the U.S.
esman who unwitd-lngly helps pre- the month of March,caused a sub- ck for cracks and sponginess,
Senate" and "urged Judge
cipitate a civil war among his stantial loss at that division. Tap- and to be sure all connections
Carswell to remain on the
Cash, who is part Cher- pan indicated this problem had are tight and leak-free.
people.
constructionbench where strict
his dramatic .debut been resolved early in Apra.
makes
okee,
+Thermostat should be checkists of the Constitution are
Losses were also experienced
In the role of Chief John Ross,
needed."
and Palance plays President at the Company's new cabinet
At President Nixon's vacation Jarksinn
manufacturing factory at Willia,
retreat at San Clemente, Calif.,
msport, Pennsylvania. Plant effisecretary,
press
the President's
ciency at this location is increRonald Ziegler, said, "we didn't
asing. However, due to the housSTART SCHOOL
brow anything abput it. The
ing slowdown, the factory is still
President does not involve
ABERDEEN, S. D. (UPI) - operating below the breakdown
himself and will not involve
The Fischer quintuplets have qu- level.
himself in primary campaign- Wily begun attending a rural,
Tappan indicated that incoming
one-room grade school near their orders were continuing to come
Carswell, flanked by Kirk and 800-acre farm.
In at a -"surprising"rate,in view
Lt. Gov. Ray Osborne, who
The children, now 6 years old, of the general slowdown in houswithdrew from the race to are the nation's first surviving ing and the appliance industry.
support the judge, said he has set of quintuplets.
Submitted his resignation from
Five older Fischer children NUNN TO ASK U. S. AID FOR
the U.S. 5th Circuit Court of
FIVE NEW ROADS
attend school in Aberdeen.
AWeals.
Governor Nunn announced plans to seek some $356 million
from the Appalachian Regional
Commission to build five new
NOW OPEN
two-lane highways which would
speed north-south travel on-routes totaling 555 miles in Eastern
and Central Kentucky.
Industrial Road & Main Street
The longest, from Pineville
(Behind Adams Welding)
Imiraar Maysville, would
2 753-8692
1
an estimated $180 Million. Th
Others: from BorkesvilleWSOUth
of Hodgenville, $97 million; All
We Do All Types of Painted
to Hazard, $68 million; Grayson
Signs and Custom Art
to Salyersville, $50 million;from
Hyden to Harlan, $31 million

Senate Seat

r

SIX STATE AGENCIES UNITE IN
POLLUTION FIGHT

Six state agencies, at the request of Natural Resources Co.
mmissioner James Shropshire,
consensus report
ed for proper action. 11 It's not are preparing a
environmental
opening at the proper tempera- on Kentucky's
problems for use in a common
ture, overheating may occur,
-Radiator cap should be test- attack on pollution.
recent Eastern
ed for ability to hold pressure, Referring to a
otherwise coolant can boil away. Kentucky tour by the agencies'
All drive belts should be representatives, Kenes Bowling,
said "we
closely Inspected. A frayed, cr assistant to Shropshire,
of
cked, or grease - deteriorat wanted to find out what kind
belt is potential trouble and sho problems exist and determine
to
Id be replaced. Proper tensio which agency is best designed
Is also important, since a loos meet them."
Three divisions of Natural Rebelt may cause overheating du
represented were Foressources
to slioPage.
try, Water and Strip-Mine Re.
Beard advised motorists whose clamation. Other agencies were
Fish and Wildlife, Mines and
cars overheat to:
-4- Stop the car as soon and as Minerals, and the Air and Water
safely as possible and turn the Pollution Commissions of the
Health Department,
Ignition off.
+ The engine must cool down,
which n;lay take several minutes,
NOW YOU KNOW
but it is vital. A fine mist of water helps cool the radiator, but
do not use a stream of cold wat- by United Press International
er.
Coconut crabs have been
-4- To remove the radiator cap,
protect the hands with a thick known to climb coconut palms
glove or a heavy wadding ofrags. sixty feet high and successful
The face should be kept away ly hack their way into green
coconuts.
from the radiator.
-4 Use lever, button, or other
pressure release device, on rad- hissing sound stops before reiator cap to allow excess steam moving cap completely.
to escape. In any case, slowly
+When engine cools, start it
turn the cap counterclockwise again and add water slowly. Addbeen
until you feel the seal has
ing water too quickly could crack
released. Then wait until the the block.

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 7531152

MR. FARMER:
PLANTING QUAUTY SEED
IT PAYSI
DOESN'T COST

t•

Convenient

HYBRIDS
SEE YOUR LOCAL STULL DEALER
E LL IS POPCOR N
Murray, Ky.
12th & Chestnut

thinks of everything

)11nb
ECONV /WENT
MDMARTS

OPEN
TILL NIIDNI9HT
DAILY

GRAFIK ADVERTIZING

DigCOU NT Health s&wit Aids

9_
7

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

13 oz
White Rain Hair Spray
Regular Price $1.49

SPECIAL

8 oz.
Tame Creme Rinse With Body
Regular Price $1.25

Regular - Unscented
Hardlo Hold

7 oz.
Lysol Spray Disinfectant
Regular Price 98C

plastic
strips

THURSDAY ONLY

"Clear - Lemon Lotion"
White Rain Shampoo
Regular Price $1.09

Reg. $125 Value

63C

NC

SAVE $1.00
14 oz.
Arrid X-Dry
Deodorant Spray
Regular Price $2.49

47C

Buy a
banquet
in abox
-C• kw,

Dinner Includes 3 pieces Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Cole Slaw
and 2 Hot Rolls.
WE SERVE ONLY US GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
USDA GRADE A CHICKENS

*ntuckti fried Chicken
12th. & SYCAMORE
MURRAY
Telephone 753-7101

Large
Band Aid Shear Strips
Regular Price 81C

69c

t,o.! s (Pi s
ntelihofit 7.17-ra;

12 oz Regular or Mint
590
Phillips Milk-O-Magnesia
Regular Price 93C

3 oz
Vaseline Hair Tonic
Regular Price 89t

LISTENINE
ematt,aswev

59

Regular or Mint
Listerine Breath Spray
Regular Price $1 00

59c
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12 oz
"Slim Jim" Wieners
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1# Can
Strong Heart Dog Food
(Limit 6)

2# Box
Velvetta Cheese
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Prices effective epee 22nd through may 5th, 1970.
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azy World
of
Washington
By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Odds
and ends from the nation's
capital— mostly oddt
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., made public the transcript of a State Department
study on civilian refugees in
Laos..
The department explained
that some sections of a
question,and - answer rundown
had been deleted in the interest
of national security.
Question I (a) was: "What is
the history of the refugee
movement and civilian war
casualties of Laos?"
The answer, five paragraphs
the
with
concluded
long,
sentence "Refugees in Laos
currently number approximate.
ly 240,000 persons."
Question 2 (a) was: "What is
the current number of refugees
in Laos?"
The answers were deleted.—
_
In this era of unrest and
protest on the college campuses, the Washington-based pub.
licatioo Christianity Today still
Is able to report
"When a revival tcoke out at
(Ind.) Bible
Wayne
Fort
College, some students stoodlia
long lines for two hours waiting
their turn to confess cheating,
hatefulness, indulging in wordly
practices, and criticism of
campus food."

_
Salad Dressing

LEMON FRESH

JOY

4.30

Tomatoes

32 Ounces

16-0z. Can

DEL MONTE

MISS WISCONSIN

594A

CATSUP
2 t 490 .

JUNE PEAS

YELLOW SOLID

JACK SPRAT

HUNTS YELLOW CLING

SALAD BOWL

PEACHES
Large
= 2can
i

3

CallS

for 790

Quart

14-0z. Bottle

AMERICAN BEAUTY

2'for 35

17-0z. Can

2:
7 250

R

BLEACH
MARGARINE
2 lbs. 350
390
..,SAUSAGE
TEA

Your Choice

One Gallon

KELLY VIENNA

DRINKS

LIPTON LOW CALORIE

40z. Can
5 Ounces

cans4 $1

790

Fresh
Country

6 Bottle Carton
With Bottles or Deposit

PURE
VEGETABLE

YUKON

On another- academic note,
Rep. Dan Kuykendall, R-Tenn.,
called the House's attention to
a pledge by students at
Montgomery College in Maryland that "if they marry they
will produce only two children
and if they remain single, they
will limit their offspring to
one."
He noted that it was part of
an Earth Day promotion on the
ever-Populance threat, bil Ob.
jected to the guideline.
"I happen to he a third child
and U that formula applied, it
would have left me with a very
limited choice, either not to be
to be
all or
at
born
illegitimate."
--The staid old U.S. Tariff
Commission ordinarily concerns
itself with investigating such
Items as "umbrellas and metal
parts thereof."
found it
But now it's
necessary to have a look at
"certain panty hose."

I

BEST

WESSON
OIL
83°

FLOUR
Plain or Self Rising
25-Lb. Bag

Lg.38 Os

BETTY

LADY

$1.gg

PRUNE JUICE

viessol

Instant
YOtIR
CHOICE
Nabisco

,,w114c1111

Vanilla Creme
OR
Assorted Creme
Sandwich

HEART DISEASE NO. I
KILLER IN KENTCKY

SHOP WHERE THE

Heart disease, cancer, strokes
and accidents, in nrder, were
the leading causes of deaths at
Kentuckians szt 1968, according
to a report by the State Health
Department.
Totals were: Heart disease,
12,974; cancer, 5036; strokes,
3860; accidents 2212.
Heart diamise also ranks first
natkeially, but the national rats
of 272.9 per 100,000 population
was lower than the Kentucky
rate of 408. Kentucky's 1987
heart death rate .was 387.7.

DIN ERSAcres

U.S. CHOICE * * * Cut Any Thicnkeas

SIRLOIN STEAKU.S. CHOICE )1T

Nearly 50 per cent of all persons arrested by state police
for drunk driving during 1060
were able to get the charges
filed away, dismissed or amended to lesser offenses by lower
courts.
Public Safety Commissioner
William 0. Newman added that
with all police agencies reporting, the drinking driver was
identified as being involved during the year in 3132 accidents—
some fatal.
SHELL EXPILODES
MANILA (UPI) — Five Filipinos were killed Friday when a
mortar shell exploded in a restricted training area of U. S.
Marines at Subic Bay Naval Base,
45 Miles northwest of Manila,
. The Filipinos were reported
gathering empty mortar shells
at a' beach near the training
area 'dim they came acroSs
one unexploded shell.

39'
3 F°. 790

(excluding ham) — 11-oz.

t
il h

PIES

MortonA M

14-ox.

Frosty Acres

CUT CORN —

LB.

Frosty Acres

Cut Any Thicnkess_

-

BABY OKRA

WHOLE

DRINKING DRIVERS
INVOLVED IN 3,152
ACCIDENTS

f 4go
.
3.

6-oz. can

SAV I NGS ARE!

MINING REQUEST NEAR
LILLY'S WOOD WITHDRAWN
State Reclagpation Director
Elmore Grim announced vrithdrawey of a request by the Conley Mullins Coal Co., of Pound,
Va., to augermioe a 10-acre
tract that drains through a portion of Lilly's Wood in Letcha
County which the state purchas
ed for preservation last August.
The application for a prmit
filed by the Mullins company
was under investigation by the
reclamation division but no decision had been reached.

JUICE _ _ _

karis
Frlist
O

Frosty Acres

MID STEAIB89 AlzousING ,
/
eat
HAMBURGER
BLAAPCKPEE"TPITEEAS:

Bryans Flavorite

SLICED BACON
Boneless Rolled

RUMP
ROAST

Lean Boneless

STEW
BEEF

Fresh Lean Ground

Yellow Tender Sweet

Armour All-Meat

Pure Pork

HOT DOG SAUSAGE
FRANKS "We Make 'Ern"
49'
„ 79'

CORN

Sliced

SMOKED
JOWL
89'

21b.

pkg.

— --5 Ears in Pkg 491°

LETTUCE

Large Firm Heads —

Grown
Tseinfil
Fresh Ripe

TOMATOES

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SA'YE

•
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Social Security
News

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

tags areaset. Do I send this in

with my return?
A) No, this statement
should not be sent in with your
tax return. Enter the total
amount of interest you received in 1969 on line 13 of your
Form 1040. If the amount is
However, if you figur- over _$100, list the amounts
CD I thought Congress low- return.
received in interest from
ered the surtax to 5 percent ed your tax on Schedule T you you
sched- all sources on Schedule B and
but the 1040 tax form still do not have to send this
!
it in with your tai reshows it as 10 percent. What ule in with your return unless send
you claim retirement income, turn.
is it?
investment or foreign tax
Q) Why must a wife sign a
A) For 1969, the income tax credit or owe self-employment
joint return when she has no
surcharge rate is 10 percent„, tax.
income of her own?
For the first six months of
1970, the rate is 5 percent belegal
is
a
tax
return
A) A
Q) When is the next payfore expiring June 30, 1970.
on my maid's social se- document and must be signed
ment
Taxpayers filing returns for curity tax due?
to be complete. On joint re1969 will, depending on the
turns, husband and wife both
April
30
A) The deadline is
amount of income tax, use the
must sign.
and
surcharge tables or percentage for the January, February
method shown on page T-1 in March quarter of 1970.
Q) How can you tell if I figtheir 1040 tax packages to figured my tax right, if I don't
ure the surcharge. In figurQ) How should I make out have to send in the Schedule T
ing estimated declarations for my cheek?
! I used to work it out?
1970, the effective surcharge
A) Tax computations are
A) Make checks payable to
rate is 2% percent since the
surcharge expires at mid-year. the Internal Revenue Service. verified by computers from the
Put your Social Security num- information shown on the reQ) The address shown on ber on the check so that it can turn. If a mistake is discovthe label in my tax package is be identified should it become ered, the taxpayer is sent a
separated from your return bill for additional tax or a rewrong. Should I still use it?
during processing.
fund depending on the nature
't A) Yes, correet Ott address
If you are making two pay- of the mistake.
right on the label and send it
It takes longer to process
back on the form you file. By ments at the same time, it is returns with errors so double
using the label you can avoid advisable to make separate check your figures before sendany processing delay due to a checks. Note on your check or ing in your return.
missing or inaccurate Social money order what the payment
Security number. This has is for as well as giving your
Q) Will it take me any longbeen a major cause of delayed Social Security number.
er to get my refund this year?
refunds this year.
In the past I used the old card
Q) I owe $65 on my 1969 re- form.
Q) I had my 66th birthday turn. Do I have to file an estiA) No, it takes no longer to
last month. Can I take an extra mated return for 1970?
process a refund .with the new
exemption for age on my 1269 I
ckwe
$40
you
expect
to
A)
If
!
Form 1040 than it did when
return?
or more when you file your there were both the 1040 and
A) No, your age for exemp- 11970 tax return, then you may 1040A.
tion purposes is what it WAS on I have to file an estimated tax
Returns filed in April, howthe last day of the tax year I declaration anil pay estimated ever, take longer to process
far which the return is filed.
1040
-ES
Form
tax. Read the
than those filed earlier since
instructions, which can be ob- so many taxpayers wait until
Q) What schedules do I have tained from your local IRS the last minute. All refunds
to send in with my tax return? office, to see if you have to file. should be processed and the
checks issued within 10 weeks
A) Attach to your Form
Q) My bank sent me a state- from the date the return was
1040 only those schedules on
which you are required to ment showing how much I re- filed if the return is accurate
make entries to file a complete eeived in interest on my sa'r- and complete.

The second sentencing in the
nation for fraud under the Medicare program occurred April
I in the U.S. District Court for
the District of South Carolina
in Florence, according to Charles M. Whitaker, Social Secun
ity District Manager in Paducah. Dr. Roy P. Cunningham, a
Florence, South Carolina physician had previously been cornZanzibar has been a trading
port for at least 20 centuries,
says the National Geographic.

mined to the custody of the At- was placed on probation for five
torney General as a result
years, to commence upon his recount action on December 22, lease from prison. Twenty-fire
um. At that time, Dr. Cunn- counts were dismissed.
ingham had entered a plea of Whitaker further stated that
Nolo Contendere (no contest) in the Social Security Atlanta
for submitting requests for pay- Region, which includes eight
ment of medical services alleg- Southeastern states, 13 oases of
edly rendered to Medicare be- potential Medicare fraud have
neficiaries, when actually such been referred to the Departservices had not been rendered. ment of Justice with recomniendations for prosecution, and
In the final action on April that criminal action is being
1, said Whitaker, Dr. Cunning- t4ken against an additional six
ham was again brought before physicians.
the court and received • one
year prison sentence on each of
two counts, the sentences to
Porcupine teeth marks have
run consecutively. Whitaker been found
on tree fossils more
stated that on an additional six than a
million years old.
counts the Florence physician

FARM PROBLEMS
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Farm
spokesmen wrestling with the
cost-price squeeze while they try
to settle on long range farm problems may }Ind life perplexing.
But, said the Kansas cooperative Council, Topeka, in anewsletter, farmers may gain some
perspective by remembering this
quotation:
"When a man is up to his
shirt tail in alligators he has
difffculty reminding hiniself his
initial objective was to drain
the swamp."

ST.
LOUIS (UPI)—The
Family Camping Federation has
come up with a migration to
out litterbugs— 'Give 'em
ant

newel this year to examine
Hatching time for largemouth
them closely to determine whether they should convert to per- bass is two to 12 days, dependmanent plan policies.
ing on water temperature.
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mtg. Senator Jose W. Diokno,
said. His bill would limit hobdart to New Year's, Indepen&rice Dav on June 12, Good
Friday, Christmas Day and

By MR. HE1MER
"JUST PICKING up one of
of my puppets, I can't say I
love them, no. It's when I give
them voice and movement and
watch them on the monitor

is

good Si
lot us
at Rohm
Street.

790
39t

Turkeys
Chuck Roast

Muppets Make Jim a Man of Many Parts
often

REAL

ARE YI

"

U.S.DA. Gone A

TV CAMEOS: Jim Henson

who

A

000 veterans whose term life insurance policies are due for re-

Red Or Golden

talents

1

r

Mrs. Ann Cunningham of
Ward, Colo., proposed at the
FCF's annual meeting here
motorists beep their car horn in
the Morse Code for "L"—ditdah-dit-dit, or, short, long, two
shorts—when they spot a litterThe VA is urging nearly 1107,- bug.

Pork Chops

"

MANILA (UPI)-A bill which
would cut down Philippine hohdays from nine to five has been
filed in the Philippine Senate.
"We have too many holidays
in this country," the bill's spon-

'L'of IN idea

NEW
YORK (UPI)
Per-capita corrugated fibreboard
box consumption in the United
States amounts to almost 100
average size boxes for every
man, woman and child in the
country, 35 percent increase in
the past decade, according to
the Fibre Box Association.

% Loin Weed

Would cut holidays

AKRON, Chic(UPI)-An Army
DC3 landed at Akron Municipal
Airport Friday night with 17
West Point skydivers aboard for
an exhibition, but had to take off
NOLL
The pilot thought he had landed
In Akron, N.Y. He went to a pay
phone at the airport, called New
York and found he had been given
the wrong flight Instructions.
As one of the parachutists got
back on the plane he was heard
to mutter, "With this kindof navigation I'm glad I'm not on an
Apollo flight."

Fibre box use

'MAW%LOW LOW PRICES

3 Lb. Pkg Or More
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daugh-

King who is a cap-

,
_ tivatirig con man (seeking any
excuse to have a ball), and Featherstone, the King's butler who

New Angel

could double for Arthur Treacher. Among the liVe performers,
Montgomery was Cinderella. Robin Ward was Prince
Hanniso,

Arthur Charming, Joyce Gordon
a hare-brained Fairy Godmother, and Pat Galloway a leering
Stepmother.
•

•

•

creator el the Moppets,

directs human actors, as well as puppets.

894

THE 33-YEAR-OLD Henson Greenville, Miss., grew up in "Perry Como" and "Hollywood
who performs as both the King Hyattsville, Md., and went to Palace" shows.
Muppet was
and Kermit the frog who won't the
University
of
Maryland host on "Our Place," and the
toady to anyone, was also direc- where he joined the school's Muppets appeared on every
tor of the special. To make this puppet club. When a local TV "Jimmy Dean" show during its

A

show

was casting for

puppets,

his

Muppets

he auditioned and the

Mupptts

TV

monitor

with

a

miniature

strapped

to

his

chest, acting and directing while
sitting on
trucked

a small stool, being

around

the

set

by

a

stage-hand. "It's really compli-

were born.
Jim
the

met

U. of

his

wife. Jane, at
she

5 OZ

Puppets"

award as

helped

on TV.

him create his first major Muppet success, a late night TV

THE

won

the

1801

best educational show
IVORY FLAKES
,

Distributed by Wog Features Syndicate. -

BOX

WNET

•

•

HENSON'S live in
cated," he Smiles, "but it's very show in Washington, D C.. "Sam l Greenwich. Conn., with their four
helpful: I'm really playing to and Friends," designed for ad- children, rasa, Cheryl, Brian
myself as an audience that way, bits with a touch of Whimsy,* and John Paul. Henson 'somesod on a counter-cross, for in- which ran for six years after ' times tests his materials there
stance. I can see what's happen- the - 1-fensons graduated and in a miniature puppet theater
ing and correet the picture in- won an Emmy award. The Mup- he built for them. Jane Henson
pets appeared on the -Today- teaches art at the Greerfwich
stantly."
, The production, shot in To- and 'Tonight- shows so often Mead School for Human De ronto,-Caoada—svas done with-a that in.-1963 _the Ha:aeons found: veloprnent Issat 4444 oessasiortaiFy
videotape system tied into the''it more < on%
ipnt to move to pitches in "vi hen the Muppets
IS millinieter film cameras, acil New York
need help.

39$
BO<

•••

three-year run except the opener. In 1968, Henson's "Muppets
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that on tricky shots, the tape
Since then the Muppets have
could be checked immediately. appeared on the "Ed Sullivan,"
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Sgit Pale
(UPI)-The
edeestion has
suggestion to
"Give 'em

SPILL something on that new
rug? Try Blue Lustre and rant
a shampooer for $1.00 at Big K.
A-25.0

MROIASW THE

am of
at the
eeting here
ir ear horn in
for "L"-dit, long, two
spot a litter-

AUTOS POR SALO

Pot SALO

ETS a fright? Make them
beautiful sight with Blue Lus. Rent electric shampooer $I.
Western Auto, Home of
Wishing Weil".

-ra•

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS

pea

SALM

SPRING SPECIAL

1969 VOLKSWAGEN 2-DOOR SEDAN
largemouth
ays, dependature.

Less than 3500 miles Burgandy with black interior. This
car is just like new and only
;1,195.00

SORVICOS OFFSEM)

MOMS

WAX'S PEST CONTROL Termites-eat your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-an
poison. For free inspectioa call
/Kally's Pest Control 753-3914,
It hours a day.
TIC

StiffiraiSMVIRMOVNIMINNalign
Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running

SAWS FILED. lawn mowers and
anall appliances repaired and
yerd tools sharpeneeL 512 IL
South 12th Street. Phone
May-11.0
9067.

EAN 4-PLY D 4. COR RAYON

GOOD USED refrigerator. Phone
-John McCuiston, Puryear Route
Two, 247-3949 after 4:00 p. a.
TFNC

AUTOS POS SALII

SPRING SPECIAL

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA 2DR. H'TOP

conditioning.
V-8 engine. autornatic transmission, air
whitewall
power steering and power brakes, radio and
interior.
blue
finish,
blue
Light
tires. Low mileage.
$1,695.00

PARKER FORD, INC,
Corner of 7th & Main

TWO END TABLES, coffee Cstable, Lamp table, mahogany finAUTOS Pt* SALE
ish, good condition. Three-piece
brown sectional sofa. Phone 75$EveryA-22-C WRECKED Volkswagen.
3143.
thing in good shape, except
16 FT. RUNABOUT and trailer body. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sin
with 50 HP motor. Phone 733- tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
TFC
A-35-C
5754.

Phone 753 5273
hltc

1

HILO' WANTED

WANTED: Analytic laboratory
chemistry
with
technician
schooling or chemical analysis
background or spectograph
ray for metallurgical analysis
SWIMMING POOLS serviced
Contact: D. R. O'Dell, PennonCorner of 7th & Main
753-5273
and repaired. All types new
Manager, Airco Alloys anti
pool construction. Free estimat.
kith
ASSUME Payments-1970 Ka- EXTRA GOOD Ford truck. net,
Carbide, Alloys Operation, Calan Call collect: 14864355
5:00
before
only
or
753-2533
500
III
Mach
Phone
wasaki
Kentucky. Phone 395Western Kentucky Pool Co.,
A-23-C vent City,
$42.00 per month. Phone 753- p. m.
equal opportunity em"An
4143.
Inc., Sk:yline Dr., Ropkinsville,
8082 between 9:00 and 10:00
A-23-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
UAL INITATO 9041 SALO
Kentucky.
A40-C
A-23-C 1954 FORD Fairlane 600, four ployer".
p. m.
help
cleaning
house
ARE YOU looking for a extra 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1
WANTED:
PORTABLE Zenith television, daze, standard, six-cylinder. Call
good buy in Real .Fetate then bath, utility and carport, car- GRAVEL & DIRT hauling. Feel
and yard boy to work at Motel
A-24-C
753-6020.
$85.00.
condition,
real good
let us show you the following, peted in bedrooms, aid hall. service. Phone 753-7381 or 753on Hwy. 68, near Ken-Lake Park.
Three portable heaters, metal
TIC
TFC
474-2288.
Call
at Robert Realty 505 Main Panelled in kitchen with built- 5108 after 5:00 p. m.
trunk locker, $10.00. Set of en- 1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Good conStreet.
in cabinets. This is on Catalina. NOTICE, lawn mowers and tillcyclopedias. Call 753-6790.
dition, good tires, new overhaul WOMEN!!! Earn while you
LOCATED in Dexter a 2.-bedrepaired. New motor inA-23-C on motor. Phone 733-7753.
WANT A DREAM home with mein frame, carpet and linolelearn. For interview call Fash
at discount prices, also,
A-Z4-C ion Two-Twenty associate dithat este estate look than you um floors, one bath, two large
BeautiPIANO IN STORAGE:
your gun put in good operatneed to take a look at this beau- shade trees.
rector, Earleen Doran 753-8970
ful spinet-console stored local
ing condition. Low charges. H.
from 2:00 p. m. to 5:00 p m
tiful 3-bedmosn brick on HermPhone 753 5862
1987
OLDS
se-dan
98
with
luxury
Corner of 6th & Main
ly. Reported like new. Respoe
Robertson, 1610 Calloway
bath,
A-25-t.
itage. Has over 3 acre lot with 2-BEDROOM frame, or
all power and vinyl
Bible party can take at big say facipry air,
•••
A-23-P
wood fence,. entre nice bone living room, utility, located on hone 753-7883.
Real
sharp
roof.
car.
1968
Buick
•
`.'•
5
'"'•••
et.S.0.4
•t
•%4
0.4
ts,.•
OA
-•
(V.
•,••
VI
VI ing on low payment balance
WANTED: Sober, reliable farm
, 4/ V; V; Vj V" VI
4
5, 40 40,6VIIVIV
barn, the base has large Law- SO north on one acre lot
ALTERATIONS and sewing.
Write Joplin Piano Inc., Joplin SkyLart. Burgaodyerown with hand. Year around work. Phone
ny room with fireplace beauti- 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 2
black
air
vinyl roof with factory
M-4-P
Phone 753-1806.
A-23-C
A-23-F
Missouri 64801.
ful kitchen with GE built-enap- baths, utility and carport, cenand power. Cain and Taylor 489-2691.
NONNI
POI ROW
peewee large utinly nom, 2 tral heat and air, carpeted in I WILL do all types of garden
USED REFRIGERATOR. Phone Gulf Station. Corner or 8th and OPENINGS for full or part time .
baths, carpeted, central heat living room, hall mid bedrooms. work and house painting. Phone mass:mom oulata ye* IWO CALENDAR Desk Mead"753-7186.
A-23-P Main.
job. Earn better than average
Den
raid
kitchen
combination
and aireanclitioning, 2-car gaA-28-C amt. ram 752-7860.
753-4639.
TEC Mid refills are now available at
income. Flexible hours. Comwith
built
in
dish
stove
and
disc
with
alp SMALL FORD tractor
.
a.Labor & Thaw oeck
rage with overhead storage, pavplete training. Kit furnished.
large
mow,
hardto
door
LOWIN
four
CHRYSLIell
WANTED:
on
1987
Kirkwood
DUPLEX apartment, two large p/p Nue.
Time and plow. Phone 753-5377.
ed drive, paved street, city wa- washer, located
A-271C
75n-3056.
Phone
753-7252
1967
power.
Call
lawns preferred.
bedrooms, living room and kitA-23-C top with air arid
ter, owner is leaving town and Dr.
A-23-C chen, large bath sod utlity, car- ELECTROLUX SALES & See,
Buick Laraine four door hardis selling at a great sacrifice. LOCATED on corner of Wood. AUCTION SALE
lawn and Sycamore, a 3-bedpet throughout, central beat vice, Box 213, Murray, Ken C. ONE registered short born bull top. White with black MIA roof
You must see to appreciate.
near
mow
to
Lawns
WANTED:
and
Gain
power.
and
air
room
with
brick
driveway
large
concrete
air,
veneer,
one
and
bath,
733-1687.
M.
Phone
Sanders.
3824933
Phone
ponies.
two
and
University.
of
sight
40 ACRES in
Sale, Saturday, April
New Concord Hwy. Prone 753walk acid patio, garbage diem& Lynnville, Kentucky.
A-33-C Tay/or Gulf Station. Comer of AUCTION
would make a beautiful suixiivi- living room, kitchen with built- 319e.
A-34-C al, stove and refrigerator. Built
25th., 1:30 p. m. at the Sam
A-24-C
Main.
and
6th
in
with
cabinets,
closed
garage.
May4-C
aim, trailer park or just a beauBrewer Farm 1% miles south
WHITE TOY Poodle, 8 weeks
tiful home site. Has extra nice 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, one WELL HAUL trash in city or one yen, new apartment InKirksey and 3 miles north of
of
Everybusiness.
of
out
75.'GOING
-Phone
$75.00.
male,
Street
at
old,
1987 BUICK Skylark with fac- Stella. In case of rain sale will
horse bann. Take a good look at bath, kitsben, dining room, minntrY, $6.00 per load. Also quire at 1802 Retiree
buildOur
down.
marked
A-23-C
thing
1549.
large living room, utility and do other yard wort. Phone 753- 18th Street or phone 753-8507.
tory air and power. Gold with be held the following Saturday.
this.
ing has been leased. All must
A-24-C Available June 10, 1970. A-22-P
ON SOUTH 13th Street we have carport on 85' x 285' kit on 5376.
EIGHT 900 x 20 tires and tubes, black vinyl roof, new tires. 1985 Will sell two rubber tired wagsougifts,
China,
April.
in
go
a ebedrocan two bath home North 17th Street.
equip- 10-ply nylon. Slightly used, ex- lewd Faicon two door sedan. ons, 2-wheel trailer, horse drawn
ROOM for four girls. Private venirs, archery, fishing
with carpet and sieconchtiming 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, den
really cellent condition. Inquire at the ft-cylinder automatic. Local tools, power mower, garden tillto
see
must
You
'entrance, electric beat and air- ment
A-23-C car. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- er, hand tools. electric stove, refor S22,500. This home has been and kitchen combinaton, large
Enix Bus Station.
have.
we
AUTOS POlt SALO
conditioning, mid cooking pri- appreciate what
tion. Cotner of eidi and Main. frigerator, table and chairs, livapproved by FHA for $21,000 living room, one and billf bath,
College Farm Gift Shop and Sporting Goods, 18-INCH electric lawn mower,
1603
vileges.
A-24-C ing room suite,' antiques, picican.
Blalock-Coleman
from
across
utility and carport. Built-in
A-23-C
7512377.
in
Road. Phone
excellent condition, cord
ON SOUTH LITH Street a 4- stove in kitchen, located on 80'
A-22-C
ture frames, milk earls, kettles,
Funeral Home.
eluded, $25.00. Phone 753-4022 1966 VOLKSWAGEN. Local car.
bedroom brick with 1% baths, x 150' lot on Catalina.
dinner bell, jars, .nies, buffett,
TWO-BEDROOM trailer on priA-24-C
m.
p.
after
five
sozoma
aircondition
fae$017 frE811 Marrange, dishwasher,
1964 Ford four door sedan. Lo- Pee safe, Moms, dresser, trunks
vate lot. Located on Sycamore
2-BEDROOM brick veneer, one
let
nuke
all
batteries
been
ed, drapes, large shady lot,
Street. Phone 7534332. A-23-C ing aid
PIANOS and Organs. Baldwin. cal car. Cain and Taylor Gulf dishes, lots of other items to
bath, kitchen, dining room,
Wining aide. Wallis Drugs.
reduced to $25,000.
new pianos. Stance.. Corner of 6th and Mein. ntanerous to mention Terry
utility sad carport on • 85' x 1969 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan.
11.1TC Rantor buy. Used,
A-24-C Shoemaker, Auctioneer. A-26-C
A 4-BEDROOM brick with full 285' lot on Story Ave.
Across from Pod Office, Lome
near
apartment
like
furnished
miles.
NICE
7,000
Only
basement an large lot, central LOCATED on Van Cleve Road,
Tenn.
Paris,
Piano
Co.,
do
Filia7534564.
Continuous
WHIAWK
Phalle
college.
the
$1,495.
AUCTION Sale, Saturday, April
new. Special
heat and ainconditioning, range, a 4-bedroom frame, bath, den
H-A-24-C 1964 OLDS 88 four door sedan 26th., 10 & m. IA 111 North
A-23-C meet nylon carpet with foam
dishwasher, 2-car garage, din- arid Jednben combiaatien, cenReal
2-Door.
Buick
$6.95
air.
jasse
DATSUN
1961
factory
with
Metalled,
1969
Pad,
12th Street. Will sell- Weinris
ing reeni,01P0er is Stewing town, t:WM-Wind air, 265' x 275'
NICE furnished apartment foe yard. Crass Furniture Company. JSED FRAMERS. Located In station wagon with factory air.
$1,395.
nice.
stove, refrigerator, washer's,
a real buy.
bailer park on East Highway,
four girls and one for five girls
lot.
A
Station.
Gulf
beaters, living room suite,
set up. ready to rent for an In- Cain and Taylor
A 3-BEDROOM brick, like new
for summer semester. Phone
1968 OLDSMOBILE 442
Main. A-24-C springs and mattress, wool rugs,
on well drained lot, 2 baths, 3-BEDROOM two-story brick vs.
vestment or occupy yourself af- Corner of 6th and
753-7381 days, or 753-5108 after
vertible Stereo 1pe
some antiques, chairs, chiffecarport, outside storage, owner neer, one bath, utility, also a
ter June & Must sell now beA-23-C
$1,995. 5:00 p. m.
player.
fore new lease signed. Phone 1963 FORD four door sedan. robe, chest or drawers, glasswill finance at 71
2% with 20 brick veneer garage apartment
/
7334202 after 6:00 p. sa.
years to pay, ;2,000.00 down.
Local car. 1.969 Cadillac four ware, lamps, sewing machine,
back included with bath, 1% 1968 DATSUN 2000 Sports FURNISHED apartment for
H-A-34-G
IN CANTERBURY Estate, In
door hardtop. Local car. Cain iron bed, victrola, marble top
-speed
west.
121
4
Highway
acres on
Car Convertible.
three or four boy4 Also private
Across from
one or the very nicest. Has 4 FARMS:
rand Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- dresser, lots of other items too
"A Summer rooms. Phone 753-7381 days, or
h.p.
135
LFTPLE
GIRLS
sizes
dressers,
MSU Library
bedrooms, 2% baths, wall-toer al 8th and Main.
A-24-C numerous to mention. Terry
1,895. 753-5108 after 5:00 p. m. A-23-C
8 and 10, real nice. Phone 435Dream!"
•
Shoemaker, Auctioneer. A-24-C
wall carpet, den with fireplace, 90 ACIVS, near New Providence,
4816.
A-24-C.
dining room, study, dishwasher, 60 Acres, near New Providence. 1989 DATSUN Station Wagon. TWO-BEDROOM trailer. See
Good Place to
NOTICE
range, disposal, near garage. 3 Acne Farm, stock barn, with
FISHING CAR, raw good, $50
Buy Your
Automatic, AM-FM ra- Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. m. at
This is new, will trade for small- a 4-room house on Highway 444.
Barn
and
riding
rink
for
enrent.
Theatre
Drive-In
$1,095.
Murray
dio, low mileage.
er house, approved for $32,000.- LAKE:
Phone 753-8180.
A-34-P
trance. No phone calls. TFC
00 loan.
Lot Number 955 unit No. 4 in 1967 DATSUN Station Wagon 1889
BSA
Motoroyele, 650 CC,
OVER 1000 FT. of highway Pine,.Bluff Subdivision.
aZ3c
Local car, 32.000
TWO-BEDROOM apartmeet, carFirebird Scrambler, like new,
kleEl 6 Lots in Cypress Cove,
frontage on North
nice."
"Real
radio.
stove,
and
peted, refrigerator
call 7534386.
A-24-P
for trailer part or for 10 lots, 6 Lots, with a 2-bedroom frame
$1,050. air conditioned. Couples and
Special!
$6,000.00.
house, one bath, ceramic tile
10
GA.
SHOTSHELL
cases
CARD OF THANKS
Cail 753-2898.
3 LOTS and seproximatery
on floor and walls, utility, pan- 1988 MIKA 4-Door. Real ec- teachers only.
A-27-C
We want to express gor deep 3%" and 3", once fired.
201 So. 13th Street
acres of land in Kingswood Sub. elled walls, front porch, located
onomy. Radio.
gratitude to our dear friends Plastic and paper, 100 for $2.30.
division, $8,000.00.
in Kentucky Loki Development.
Priapartment.
furnished
NICE
- $895.
Only
and neighbors for the many Ed Smith at Ledger and Times.
80 ACRES of land, approximate- COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
Is still hers and the old prices are still In
vate entrance mid bath. Pitine acts of kindness and sympathy before 2:30 p. m.
TFNC
ly one-halt under fence, $6500. • x 38' Body Shop, on 273' x 1966 DATSUN Pickup. Up to 753-6044 or 753-3948.
A-23-P shown us is OM sudden passing
eflect I
AN EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom 275' lot in Hazel, Ky.
30 miles .per gallon of
of our grannson and son, Jack SERTA Mis-Matches. Values to
house on S. 7th street, plaster$129.95, your choice $69.95 per
6795.
Clean!
gas.
ed, carpet in living mom, hail Lot 190' x 100' with a amall
PARTIALLY furnished house, A. Guy. Special thanks to the set. Crass Furniture Company
and 1 bedreom, aircoodationer, house across from Jones' Iron 1965 srmeA 4-Door. "A real near tentage. Phone 753-4865 af- J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
A-24-C for the wonderful kindness
range, utility, carport and out- Works.
$845. ter 5:00 p. In.
shown to us, to our pastor, Rev.
side storage. Can be bought on Lot 105' x 180' next to Parker
sleeping
furnished
Striti!k'qy's
Follow
ABC's!
NICELY
sod
Please
Keeter
James
wife
J.
his
&
PO4.940
Pickup.
LOST
GI loan with ,no down payment. Popcorn.
CARD OF THANKS
1964 FORD Yr - Ton
room, two blocks from Univer- who have been so wonderful,
AT CORNER of 14th mid Pop- VACANT LOTS:
We, the Leanly of Robert
V-8, overdrive. radio.
brown
old
weeks
Five
A-24-C
ho d
LOST:
753-2672.
Phone
and
sity.
the
mAaLt
the
or
members
church.
lar a 3-bentrom frame with Lot 8 and 1 is Grove Heights
Brandon wish to express our
$895
Special!
till
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Reagan part German Shepherd puppy. sincere appreciation to Our
cold.
rvall-to-wall carpet, electric heat, Subdivision on Highway 94 east.
house
3-BEDROOM furniabed
11? friends, relatives and
Mr. and Mrs. E. L Briscoe Call 7534884.
garage, shady lot, $14,000.00.
7% Acres, with large pond, ap- 1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere with central heat, basement
neighbors
es.,
ovisauirlefitro
JrB
1TC
AT CORNER of Poplar sod proximately 700' frontage on
for then many acts of kindobIS
Station Wagon. Auto- and garden space. Call 753-4694.
during
the
Woodlawn,3-bedroom brick with Highway 841 north.
illness
extended
and
matic transmission, air
AUTOS FOR BALI
' AUTOS POO SALO
basement, $16,500.
death of our dear father.
WILSON Real Estate, Phones:
ULI to
CARE
csr.runsoFhkeas
conditioner. 6-passenger.
JUST WEST of 18th on Syca- 753-3283 753-5008, Sakarnen:
M furnished apart
FOUR-ROO
"Real
heater.
Radio.
close to
more the Broach Subdivision, Chitties McDaniel, Bill Adams,
A special thanks to Dr. Hugh
$745. meet. Private entrance,
nice." Only
lots of lots from $3500.00. and Larry Wilson. "The only
court square. Phone 7534645
Houston for Ms untiring efforts
These lots are in sight or the Real Estate Anetioneer in CalA-24-NC
after 4:00 p. as, to make him more comfortable,
University, Robinsoe School loway County."
A-23-C
to Rev. Coy Garrett for his con"Open Evenings"
and the new high school. Can
soling words and to those who
753-7114
be bought with 20% down, bal
Sycamore St.
CARD OF THANKS
seat food and flowers ,to the
145 ACRE cattle farm, two
mice 5 years to pay.
with
blue
Light
my
choir, pianist, and the Miller
cylinder, standard transmission.
I would like to express
NICE LOT on Peggy Ano Drive, houses and other buildings,
appreciation for the many lets
Funeral Home for their efficmatching interior. Low mileage, one owner. New car
creek water, 2.47 dark fired to90 ft frontage, $21350.
ient service.
;1,595.00
of kindness shown me during
436-5840.
Phone
Mae.
bacco
GOOD INCOME property at
WANTID TO RENT
my stay at the Murray Hospital,
A-23-P
1622 Miller. Has $270 month in
Lowery and the good nurMay the Lord bless each of
WANTED: Two-bedroom un- Dr.
come $15,500.00 file price.
my friends mid prayers and
ses,
house
with
furnished
carport
EXTRA NICE 2-bedroom brick BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
visits. May God bless you all.
Me Robert Brandon family
Phone 7515273
Corner of 7th & Main
brick house on Dodson. Low or grage, washer and dryer conhouse on Lake for $9250.
Toy Outland
1TP
hlte
LOOKING for a very unusual down payment, transferrable nections and no objections to
1TP
A-22.0 small boy and dog. Phone 753house then Mt us show you this ban. Phone 7534164.
9999.
A-25-C
4-bedroom house with 2 baths,
central heat and air- A CORNER LOT, 13th end 01- WANT TO RENT Wain en
Kenneed, fireplace, 2-car ga- I've, word for four apartments, tucky or Barkley Lake for week
rage, large open court in cent- 46750.00. Phone 7534302 after of July 110
through July 27,
er ot house, also large open 600 p. a.
1970. Phone 753-3301.
A-24-P
6-HE'LL RECOVER /-kER SIGHT iN
NO fOR'CAMEMBERT".r.• A WEEK AGO court at entrance. Possession
A5,24-c
A \is/EK-BAJT-9?-5 •E.
WHILE LAUNCHING THEIR Ailth/ YACHT- -with deed.
PAT 500NE Ri--.COP"d2"
IF the ABOVE does not suit
PLAYING
OCCURREL?
AN
ACCIDENT
SALM
AUTOS FOR SALO
ROQUEFORT
AUTOS POI
Your needs call us we are alKNOX,THE CHEESE
410.c).
ways glad to talk Real Estate
r
KING HAS A
ThAls our exclusive business
LOVELY
HOYT OR RAY ROBC
---•
s:sitee/2n2
DAUGHTER,
ERTS at 753- 1651 or come by
"
at 505 Main Street.
A-24-C
whitewall
V-11 engine. automatic transmission. radio,
tan
low mileage. One owner. Light yellow with
tires.BEAUTIFUL brick house with
111,495.00
Interior.
marble front, has three bedrooms, Ili baths, fireplace and
/his tv
carpeted. In Meadow Grew Acres Subdivision, on Hwy 121
CA.fr)
Phone 753-5273
a' Corner of 7th & Main
South. Will femme. Phone 733111644.
!Mc
73110.
Ansauemly

na

PARKER FORD, INC.

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION

New Datsun
Trade-Ins

•00.69
. 99
990

The
College Shop

320z.
am. $1
1 Lb.
Cm&

Graduation
Presents

$1

lea.

OZ. IITL.

Storrs
Apra IS
Corpon
WKOWNI

re.

THE HAIRDRESSER

Lassiter-McKinney

=

L

SPRING SPECIAL

1969 FALCON 2-DOOR SEDAN

Six
LSrade-in.

1

BEANS
100

Lir Abner

PARKER FORD, INC.

by Al Capp

SPRING SPECIAL

'14 4

1968 PLYMOUTll FURY 11

N PEAS
1100

ATTENTION

Phone 753-3530 for Appointment

pea Store.
April 25
Coupon

Stores
Apra 33
Coupon
ustersier

••

PARKER FORD, INC.
•

4
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Sommer School ...
(Continued From Page I)

Ss TIMES

Kirksey Mall Dies
At Local Hospital

Letter To Editor
" (Continued From rage 1)

—

WEDNESDAY - APRIL

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Funeral Rites Nell
For Ira Lee Bugloss

Carl C. Harrison.
Claimed By Death

Settler

23.1970

Curtis W. Taylor
Funeral Held Todg

BOSTON (UPI)-Charles A.
Barry was the first person buried
in Bastion's Mount Hope Cemetery. The three-year-old was interred May 18, 1852, and his The funeral for Curtis W.
headstone identifies him as the Taylor was held today at two
p.m. at the South Pleasant
cemetery's "first resident."
Grove United Methodist Church
officiathis wife, Mrs. Robbie Harrison with Rev. A. D. Vaden
01 216 South 13th Street, Mur- ing.
ray; two daughters, Mrs. Lois Interment was in the church
Simpson of Chicano, In, and cemetery with the arrangeMrs. Martha Stone of Detroit, ments by the Miller Funeral
Mich.; erne brother, Otis Merri- Home of Hazel.
am, 310 South 8th Street. Mur- Mr. Taylor, age 88, died late
ray; four grencichildren.
Saturday in St. Louis, Mo. He is
Funeral arrangements are in- survived by his wife, Mrs. Ida
complete. The body is being re Taylor, three daughters, four
turned to Murray by the J. IL sons, three sisters, and four
Churchill Funeral Home.
brothers.

versity School students will be with pride when Roger Mudd
Final rites for Ira Lee Doug.
given priority, he said. None of asked "Senator Brooks, you
las of Murray Route Four were Carl C. Harrison of 215 South
the work in the elementary were responsible for changing
BenRussell,
Sr.,
of
Zelner B.
held today at two p.m. at the 13th Street, Murray, passed
school is offered for promotion, the minds of nine Republican
ton Route Three in the Kirksey Mt Pleasant United Methodist away Ws morning at two o'he said.
Senators, weren't you?". Senatcommunity, was claimed by Church with Rev. Thomas Fort- clock at the University of KenThe kindergarten program or Brooks answered "I believe
death Tuesday at 4:22 p.m. at ner and Rev. H. D. Lax officiat- tucky Hospital, Lexington.
also will be seven weeks in it was 13". And, he seemed so
the Murray-Calloway County ing.
Mr. Harrison had retired
duration, beginning June 15 and proud of his powerful influHospital.
Pallbearers were Eunice and from his position in Michigan
ending July 31, with daily class- ence. So I wonder if Marlow
He was 81 years of age and Dewey Williams, Grady Hous, several years ago when be and
es from 8:30 until 11:30 IUD.. Cook was one of the thirteen.
had been a patient at the hos- den, Clifford White, D. B. his wife moved to Murray.
The kindergarten program,
Anyway, it seems he runs for
pital since March 13. He was Grubbs, and Elton Hutson. Bur- The deceased is aurvived by
he explained, is for children office to win, not for the good
born April 13, 1889 in Graves
p
.
ial was in the church
who have not been to kinder- of the people of his state. The
County and his parents were with the arrangementscemetery
by the by his wife, Mrs. Bonnie Douggarten but who will be entering South deserves to have a reFranklin P. Russell and Lula Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. las, his mother, Mrs. Miele
the first grade in the fall. The presentative on the court. All
Clark Russell.
Mr. Douglas, age 62, died Coleman, six daughters, four
:less will be limited to 13 stu- others are represented. The
retired
farwas
a
Mr. Russell
Monday at the Murray-Calloway sons, two sisters, and 14 grandlents.
north, the liberals and the Negmer and a member of the Owens
Hospital. He is survived children.
County
per
100
Chapel Baptist Church. Two
Cost for each of the programs roes are represented
Negro
on
there
is
a
cent,
since
in
preceded
him
daughters
This
is $25 for the seven weeks.
Kim Pennington
death.
includes the cost of registrat- the Supreme Court.
down
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Geion, tuition, swimming, supplies, The south was turned
Senator
noa Cook Russell of Benton
and, in the case of the kinder- for the second time and
Cook of the state of Kentucky
Route Three; one daughter,
garten students, insurance.
'turned his
Mrs. Fray (Trilby) Cunningham,
Thursday, June 18, is the last was the one who
voted
people
and
1402 Sycamore Street, Murray;
day for a student to enroll, back on the
one son, Z. B. Russell, Jr., .if
Shown said, and June 24 the against Judge Carswell.
hope the people of
Eirksey Route One.
last day a refund of tuition may Now I
Kentucky will not forget this
Also surviving are three
be obtained.
Cook has done
A reading clinic and a swimm- injustice Senator
Pennington, son of Mr. stepdaughters, Mrs. Edna McKim
time comes
ing clinic also will be conduct- them. When election
Mrs. Clinton Pennington of Daniel of San Jose, Calif., Mrs.
wW turn their backs and
ed in conjunction with the sum- up they
Murray Route Two, will present Bradford (Gladys) Linn and
the
hope
Cook
as
I
Senator
on
mer school.
senior piano recital on Mrs. Joe (Virginia) Riley of Dewill defeat his
TIDBITS
The reading clinic will be people of Tennessee
evening, April 23. troit, Mich.; four grandchildren;
Thursday
CIO
for he aloffered for students in grades Senator Albert Gore,
is in partial ful- six peat grandchildren; five
recital
This
Cars
Judge
against
voted
step
five
School
grandchildren;
one through 12 by the
fillment of the requirements step
3f Education at the University.
or the Bachelor of Music De- great grandchildren.
Musselman
Anifrom
senators
Our
two
Additional information congree which Pennington will re- The funeral will be held
Carswell
and
we
ons
voted
tor
8-oz.
the
p.m.
at
2:30
Thursday
at
will
:erning it may be obtained by
program
The
June.
in
ceive
for
very proud of them.
cans
:ontacting Dr. Robert F. Alsup.
consist of Romance, Op. 118, chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Respectfully,
J.
C.
Rev.
with
Home
118,
Funeral
Op.
The swimming clink, the dirIntermezzo,
No. 5 and
Mrs. McCuiston
?nor noted, will be offered the
No. 6 by Johannes Brahma, So- Hicks and Rev. Lonnie Knight
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
Phoenix,
Arizona
summer
ast two weeks of the
nata Op. 110 by Ludwig van officiating.
ern, July 20 to July 31, with
Beethoven, Jeux d'Eau by Mau- Burial will be in the Murray
:lasses five days a week.
rite Ravel, and Sonata Op. 83 by Cemetery with the arrangemTwo sections of the class will
ents by the Blalock-Coleman
Serge' Prokofiev.
2err'
n offered with a maximum 43
During his four years at Mur- Funeral Home where friends
audents in each section. Tultcall.
Penningmay
ray State University,
(Continued From Page 1)
on for this clinic will be $5,
ton has given two one-hour ree.11/4
6 Pak
end anyone wishing to enroll
8-0z. Can
citals, two concerto performshould contact the director's of- Dirt Dobbers out working now. ances, plus numerous recital as4.
1
'ice at the school in * advance
sists; in addition, be has parti„of&
nee
so his name can be placed on a Plenty of people are guilty of cipated in several piano comerr
not
a lot of things they should
ire-registration list.
MoreLexington,
in
petitions
do. What makes it bad is when
6 PAK
head, and Jackson, Tenn.
they are caught doing it. The
Teenle Weenie
Pride of Illinois
graduation, he will enAfter
folks who have not been caught
ter Indiana University, Bloomat it can be properly shocked
14 mum
,
for
ington, to work on his Maidens
- 8o7. can
when they hear about someone
Parker
of
Dell
Wilma
Mrs.
summen
this
Degree
(Continued From Pace 1)
who has been caught. They
He is a former student of Benton Route Three in the
of Regents Hall, a dormitory to "tsk, tsk", and "what do you Mrs. Neale B. Mason and Prof. Kirksey community died sudVAN CAMP
know", and "did you hear", and
house 398 women.
Russell Terhune, and is pre- denly this morning at 1255
All the projects are current- feel son. of holy, all because sently studying with Prof. Den- cm. at the 'xige of 48.
they have not been caught. Huly under construction.
She was stricken at her home
PEANUT
RI
son Elliott
Following a report by Dr. man nature again.
The recital is scheduled for about 11:15 p.m., rushed to the
Thomas B. Hogancamp, vice
8:00 p.m. in the Recital Hall of Murray-Calloway County HOW
president for administrative af- Murray's a beautiful town, right the Price Doyle Fine Arts Build- tal, and died enroute to the
• • MEATS • •
fairs, showing a downward trend at this time particularly. Dog- ing, and the public is cordially Baptist
Memorial
Hospital,
FOR
in the student use of university wood trees in bloom, Red Buds invited to attend.
Memphis, Tenn.
First
Cut
lb.
55*
housing and dining facilities, in bloom, Flowering Crab, FlowMrs. Parker was a member of
DISHES
10-oz.
the board adopted policy re-- ering Peach, Flowering Almond,
the Hickory Grove Baptist
Center
Cut
lb.
69'
freshman and eopho- Flowering Cherry in bloom.
*k
Church and she and bar family
GIANT
Imre students not 21 yoars of
resided on the Penny-Airport
Or.
Titsworth
has
an
integrated
(Continued From Page 1)
age to live in university housRoad. One daughter, Janice Kay
SIZE
ing and freshman dormitory aogwood. Red and White blooms
LB. 79C
Parker, died in infancy in 1055.
1
111
3
1
,
—
.
students to purchase university m the same tree.
would be done if she were not She is survived by her hus:afeteria meal tickets.
immediately returned to class. band, Frank Parker of Benton
Dove
44i0USE
Only married students, com- Our Thorn trees are budding
He said temporary injunctive Route Three; her parents, Mr.
muting students, veterans of at Spectorbilis is two feet high. relief should be reserved for and Mrs. Fray Wilson, 410
75t
least two years of military ser- Iris in bloom.
"extraordinary circumstances" South 9th Street, Murray; three
LB.
specvice, and students granted
and noted that recent federal daughters, Mrs. Jean Frances
ial permission from the vice Leaves on the Sweet Gum and court decisions have held that Tucker and Miss Jackie Gayle
Black
Gum,
and
on
the
Buckeye
for student affairs
rieisident
l
the regular routine of school Parker of Benton Route Three,
Sweetened with Sugar
be exempt from the regula- too.
administration is a state matt- and Mrs. Dean (Judy Fay) Bytion, effective September 1.
er.
en of Hardin Route One; one
LB.
Hogancamp presented a re- Azaleas busting out, the Red, He said federal courts should son, James Darrell Parker of
Makes 2 Quarts!
commendation to the board the White and the Lavender not become involved exeept in Murray Route Two.
The
one
Mrs.
Dick
gave
us
sev"building
that
pointing out
constitutional questions.
Also surviving are one sister,
In Piece - lb. 39*
funds have been obtained for eral years ago in full bloom.
The girl charged in her suit Mrs. Bill (Mary Alice) Redden
several years by the sale of
that she was denied due pro- of Murray Route Seven; two brohousing and dining revenue *nether point of human nature: cess of law by failure to be thers, Charles Lee Wilson of
Sliced 2 lbs. 89°
',bonds" and that "the university great interest on the way to a granted an administrative re- Murray Route Two and Herman
RECOMMENDED BY LASSIEII
-'agreed in the bond indentures goal but once the goal is reach- view of charges against her and Wilson of Paris, Tenn.; three
1.to develop policies providing ed, interest fades. This leads us that her dismissal was a "cruel grandchildren.
NEW!!. . .
'for the maximum use of these to think that the attempt is the and unusual punishment"
Funeral services have been
rhousing and dining facilities." thing, rather than the objective A letter from MSU officials scheduled for Friday at one
SHEOD'S 7-os.
I "If Murray State University itself. The
challenge provides notifying her of her dismissal p.m. at the chapel of the BlaGot One Can
'is to operate currently and is to motivation, rather than the said it was based on a state law lock-Coleman Funeral Home
.build a new university center goal.
forbidding "fornication."
BUY
with Bro. Harold Irvan and Bro.
FREE!!
or other student facilities in
Terry Walters officiating.
the future, it is necessary that Climbing the mountain is the
, Pallbearers will be Clinton
• there be fuller utilization of all motivating factor. Overcoming
Burchett, Boyd Norswortby, 0.
cINGOStm- TLEMON RINGS
SUGAR R
existing facilities," the state- the obstacles along the way and
C. Hall, Clan Darnell, Joe Rob
econtInued
From
Page
1)
,EARS
,
,
ment said.
Miller, and Melvin Young.
solving the difficulties provides
Only freshmen are presently incentive, but when you get to us black professors scheduled Interment Will be in the Gosrequired to live in the univer- the top of the mountain, there te speakScott Family
hen Cemetery with the azrangeExpected apeakera foe the ments by the Blalock-Coleman
'sity residence facilities, and no is nothing there but a lot of
3-lb. bag
students are required to buy nothing. So what you do Is opening night were Prof. Mingo Funeral Home Where friends
New Colors
24 for
cafeteria meal tickets.
climb back down and start on a Scott Jr., of Tennessee A di I may call.
University, Nashville, aod Dr.
In other action, the board new mountain.
Charles V. Hamilton of Columapproved an increase in student
fees for Kentucky residents We exercised great control the bia University, New Yost.
ett
ondiesterday wired the
Peanuts*
from $130 to $150 per semes- other night by stopping halfby Charles M. Schulz
' Igroup, Students for
ter as adopted recently by the way through a pine.
Isl•AN.
I'!',
Total Emianity at
Murray
Kentucky Council On Public
I 5TILL SAY fAil. RIGHT,60
IT'S WOOD,
I'M RAISING KINDLING!
Higher Education, created a de- However we offset this to some (STEAM), that illness in his
1745,4)7A MAt/BE ITS A
ISN'T.IT? IF
partment of philotnphy, •n d degree by hard boiling an egg. family forced him to cancel out
STICK
IT'S WOOD,Iru.
at the last minute.
STICK
• changed the name of the deGROW!
partment of social sciences to Actually we bard boiled three, According to Miss Sandra
the department of geography one for the wife, one for our- Bennett, a member of the prot and political science.
self and one for Lady the inside ject's executive committee, Dr.
dog. She likes the yolk but not Hamilton was to fly in from a
Two new boara members
speaking engagement in Kansas
H. Glenn Doran of Murray and the white, so we take the white and it was assumed be had
Harry Lee Waterfield of Frank- off and chop up the yolk with been "tied up" by an airline
fort — were sworn in as the a knife, let it cool and give it strike affecting service into Pafirst order of business. The oath to her. She stands there expect- ducah.
V
.
Vr,
. of office was administered by antly from the time she bears
Tonight's speaker will be Dr.
us
crack
the
thing
until
we
set
M. 0. Wrather, executive vice
it before her. She has fantastic P. (bike Onquachi, who is pre- president .,.
ears
because she can hear us tence be political science at
Joe Whittle, Leitchfield att
by Ernie Bushman.
crack
a hard boiled egg no mat- Firer University, Nashville. This
• orney, was elected to serve LI
program in the University AuMVP.
vice chairman of the board Two ter where she is in the house ditorium will begin at 8 o'clock.
Murrayans were also reelected
(
I
YAWN
ED
AGAINNANCY,
Members of last night's panel,
Purchase Area which
as officers, Mrs. Patsy Dyer as
ALWAYS
AND
COVERED
MY
answered
questions
from
secretary and James Rogers as
Hog Market
the audience, were: Larry King,
COVER
MOUTH
treasurer.
Federal State Market News freshman, Louisville; James
YOUR MOUTH
Service, 422-'70 Kentucky Pur- Van Leer, sophomore, MedinaVs -1 EN YOU
chase Area Hcg Market Report ville; Sonjia Johnson, freshman,
Owensboro; Clarence Weathers,
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Medieval Sod
YAWN
Recenits 500 Hoed, Barrows junior, Louisville; Miss Bennett,
Finland (UPI)and Gilts Steady to 25 cents senior, Louisville; and Bernard
% medieval brick furnace, be. Lower; Sows,
Mostly Steady, in- Dishman, senior Lexington.
Finadept
in
lie•eil to be the
stances 50 cents Lower.
land. ha, bren discovered in this US, 1-3 200-230 lbs $23.50-23.75; "Umojo," a Swahilian term
meaning "black unity," was chol•om rn unity in southern
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $23002330 sen as the title of this week's
to a US 24 240,280 lbs t')
find lends credence
Finlad.The
2300; series: "The term is 'symbolic
legend that bricks few the Iattul US .3-4 250-410 lbs $22.00Contenilinenelt-lnack pow:
sows
the
I Ann+. aide+ was built in
er movement in the United
bile ot the 13threntur.4% were
.10 210350 lbs $20.00,2100, States," said Dishmain
, borne_ M its own him are.
US .14 300 5-50 lbs $19.0020)0- STkAJd . president.
"7.
•ti• en eta ern
•••• /VS nn

SWANNS
MARKET
The Mini'Size Cans for the Mini-size Family!

Kin Pennington To
Present His Senior
Recital On Thursday

PEACHES
2cr:35°
PEARS
2 49°
SPINACH
39'

SEEN & HEARD ...

LIMAS _ _

Mrs. Parker Dies
Suddenly Today

ItSU Regents...

PINEAPPLE

590

1 290 ASPARAGUS _ _ _

BUTTER

kip Denies ...

t

Chuck Roast
Pot Roast
Arm Roast
Beef Short Ribs
Jowl Bacon

2 35°

n29°

490

1.45

450

35c

ROAST BEEF SAUCE 29'
NABISCO

FUNNY FACE

2 PKGS. 27°

RECIPE DOG FOOD
2er 62°

COOKIES --- 3pkgs. $P°

Yams

Sspoz

2egr 50

29° PORK&BEANS .
'3„2 3':39

-

'Black Pewee ...

sta.

efir 390

FRUIT COCKTAIL
33°
2err 39° APPLE SAUCE8.z
KEN BEANS
WHITE OR YELLOW
2°35°
CORN

can 2ev:43

PEAS

4.40,01.4„ ,

39° PLACEMATS

39r

7

(ii#4 4

MU PIES
FOR SAL,e

The Pr
Source c
In Murr
Calloway

United Pres

Seen&I
Aroul
Mum

We are going to
thing about our til
leans, then be qu
It's just that this
time we have eve
where so we like
It.

Went to the Blue I
Roosevelt Hotel ar
Australian girl sing
trell. Went to Al
and saw him perfoi
an hour and on th
gram was Woody I
chestra which elk
hour. Woody plays
and is a hold over f
Band era which is

Also ate dinner
which was establisl
Another old place
years old or more w
of the Two Sisters
ate breakfast. All I
are old as the hills
in tradition.
OK, that's the last
Orleans report.

One more thing,
man played the Wc
Ball which World 1
pie will recognize
kids will not.

Another one of tbos
Tuesday night whe
the wife are at home

(Ca.Alenndsss Ps

Dr. Cleft Peterso
Lead Nature Wa
In LK This Sat

As spring arrives
redbud, sarvis, and
are bursting into bloc
out Land Between
The colorful foliag
the ideal setting fo
dividual hikes and ,
guided nature walks
Saturday in the C.
Education Center.
Dr. Clell Peterso
State University, w
field leader for ths
these interpretive wa
urday, April 25, begi
a.m. at Center Statics,
ing will concern bird
tion and behavior, as
commended that
bring binoculars.
Future walks ins
bird outings and two
er and natural hist
For further informal
contact the Land Be
Lakes information
Golden Pond, Kenn.

Baby Contest De
And Judging Sal

The deadline for
the baby contest spa
the Murray State
Dames Club has bee
Saturday, April 25.
The judging of U
will be held at two ;
day at the Lad and L
Persons may pick up
tures at the shop afte:
ing.
Persons may enter
dren by submitting
white or colored pia]
$1.50 deposit The cote
infant to one year 11111
to three years.
On the entries pe
asked to write the r
and address on the

!pedalled Five
Malor Goners! ROW
mendation Modal h,

